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ABSTRACT 

This research was instigated to study non-equilibrium segregation effects during 

the crystallization of a glass. The non-equilibrium segregation coefficient has been 

experimentally measured in a variety of alloys including silicon and it has been observed 

to increase by orders of magnitude as a function of growth rate. Monte Carlo modeling 

has successfully simulated this effect and has led to the analytical Jackson equation 

which describes it. Glass crystallization usually takes place far from equilibrium and 

glasses have the advantage that the glass-crystal interface does not move during 

quenching, and so the segregation effects can be evaluated at room temperature. 

The germanium in silica system was chosen for this study because germanium 

should substitute for the silicon and the glass matrix, and diffuse slowly enough in silica 

to permit evaluation of the non-equilibrium segregation. Samples were prepared by 

implanting silica glass with germanium, and then aimealing to permit diffusion and to 

promote crystallization. The samples were analyzed with RBS before and after annealing 

to determine the distribution of germanium. Initially, the implanted germanium peak was 

observed to shift towards the surface which is attributed to ion drift in an electric field. 

This effect was eliminated with a pre-anneal which incorporated the germanium ions into 

the glass matrix. Since the non-equilibrium segregation depends on the dopant diffusion 

rate, the diffusion coefficient of germanium in amorphous and crystalline silica was 

measured. The diffiision coefficient in the silica glass was found to be 
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% = 47ex and the diffusion coefficient in the silica crystal was 
s 

found to be = 360exp 

The non-equilibrium segregation coefficient was evaluated based on the 

distribution of the dopant after crystallization, including the build-up of dopant at the 

crystal/glass interface. When fitted to the Jackson equation the equilibrium distribution 

coefficient was found to be keq=0.01. The non-equilibrium segregation coefficient 

increased with crystallization rate. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this research was to study non-equilibrium segregation during glass 

crystallization. Segregation, the rejection of impurities or second components by a 

growing crystal, is a well-known phenomenon, described by phase diagrams. But it is 

now known that phase diagrams are not applicable to phase transformations which take 

place far from equilibrium, a phenomenon that is called non-equilibrium segregation. 

Non-equilibrium segregation effects occur when the rate at which atoms can diffuse in 

the transforming phase is slow compared to the transformation rate. This effect has been 

observed in experiments performed on a variety of metals. The phenomenon has been 

studied extensively in silicon, because of its importance in the microelectronics industry. 

Monte Carlo modeling has provided considerable insight into the phenomena and an 

analytical theory, the Jackson expression, has been developed based on the simulation 

results. The analytical model agrees with the available experimental data. 

Glass provides an ideal system for the study of non-equilibrium segregation 

effects. In glass forming systems, phase transformations take place far from equilibrium, 

but the crystallization rates are slow because of low molecular mobility. In addition, as 

compared to metals and semiconductors which exhibit extremely rapid non-equilibrium 

growth, the slow crystallization of glass allows the latent heat to dissipate slowly, thus 

heat flow is not an issue. Glasses also permit the insitu examination of the dopant 

distributions because the crystallization process can be stopped by quenching, which 
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freezes the concentration distribution in place. This effect is in contrast to metals and 

semiconductors, where quenching increases the crystallization rate. 

In a preliminary study for this project, it was found that the Jackson expression 

for non-equilibrium segregation predicts that many dopant elements in a glass would not 

be subjected to non-equilibrium segregation effects. The rapid diffusion of dopants in a 

glass is unlike the diffusion of dopants in a metallic liquid, where all the atoms in the 

liquid move around at more or less the same rate. So all of the dopants in semiconductors 

or metals are subject to non-equilibrium effects at rapid growth rates. In a glass, many 

dopants can diffuse much more rapidly than the major components of the glass. Since 

these atoms can always move faster than the transformation rate, the non-equilibrium 

segregation effects will not occur. Germanium, which is a substitute for silicon in silica, 

diffuses slowly enough that non-equilibrium segregation effects are present. 

The research was performed by ion implanting germanium into silica glass. Silica 

was chosen because it is such an ubiquitous material and its crystallization behavior has 

been the subject of previous studies. The crystals nucleate on the surface and then grow 

toward the glass interior, resulting in a relatively uniform crystallization front. 

Germanium was chosen as the dopant because it can directly substitute for silicon in both 

the crystal and in the glass matrix. After implantation, the glass was pretreated to oxidize 

the germanium and then heated to promote diffusion and crystallization. The distribution 
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of germanium was measured with Rutherford Backscattering (RBS). The data provided 

the first measurement of the diffusion coefficient of germanium in silica, and segregation 

effects during crystallization of silica have also been evaluated for the first time. A novel 

seeding technique has been developed to nucleate silica glass crystallization. The non-

equilibrium segregation results obtained have been fitted to the Jackson expression. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter contains a brief overview of non-equilibrium segregation including 

experimental data, computer modeling and an empirical formalism. The material 

properties controlling non-equilibrium segregation are the diffiisivity and the growth rate 

of the crystal. Since silica was used as the matrix material in this study, this chapter 

includes discussions of the segregation coefficient, dopant diffusion in silica and 

crystallization of silica. 

2.1 Segregation Coefficient 

Phase diagrams provide a description of how components segregate between 

various phases at equilibrium. However, the dopant segregation coefficient is altered 

during non-equilibrium crystallization. This section reviews the literature on this subject 

including experimental results, Monte Carlo modeling, and concludes with an empirical 

equation describing the non-equilibrium segregation effects. 
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2.1.1 Equilibrium Segregation Coefficient 

The segregation coefficient, also referred to as the k-value, describes the 

equilibrium distribution of dopants between two phases or the relative concentrations 

between a crystal and the adjacent phase. The equilibrium segregation coefficient is 

defined by: 

where Q is the atomic concentration in the solid at the interface and C, is the atomic 

concentration in the liquid at the interface. These values are determined by phase 

diagrams. For small values of second component concentration, the k-value is relatively 

constant. Duwez^ using splat quenching, was first to demonstrate that non-equilibrium 

segregation occurred during rapid crystallization. Baeri et al.-. White et al.^ and Aziz et 

alA made the first quantitative measurements of this effect during studies of the 

crystallization of laser melted silicon. They found that for non-equilibrium crystallization 

the k value is no longer predicted by the phase diagram. 

equilibrium 

2.1 
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2.1.2 Experimental Determination of the Non-Equilibrium Segregation 

Coefficient 

The non-equilibrium segregation coefficient has been determined experimentally in 

a variety of alloys 5-8. The most complete set of results is for dopant incorporation into 

silicon. The experiments on silicon involve dopant implantation, followed by laser 

melting of the surface which results in very rapid recrystallization (growth rates of meters 

per second)-"^. The distribution of the dopant material in the crystal was evaluated by 

Rutherford Backscattering (RBS), as illustrated in figure 2.1. Figure 2.1 is for silicon 

doped with bismuth, which has an equilibrium segregation coefficient of 7xl(H. The data 

can only be fitted by assuming a segregation coefficient of 0.08. If equilibrium segregation 

had occurred, all of the bismuth would have been pushed to the surface during 

crystallization. 

The segregation coefficient was calculated by fitting the entire concentration 

distribution as a function of distance, as shown in figure 2.1, which depends on both the 

diffusion coefficient and the growth rate. The growth rate of the crystal was calculated 

using heat flow analysis. The solidification rate was varied by changing the energy 

density and duration of the laser pulse. The k-value was found to increase by orders of 

magnitude with increasing crystallization rate, figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.1 RBS spectrum of the concentration distribution of bismuth as implanted, and 
after laser melting and subsequent recrystallization^. 
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Figure 2.2 The experimental results for the dependence of the segregation coefficient of 
bismuth in silicon on growth rate^. The equilibrium segregation coefficient is 
ke=7xl0-4. 

2.1.3 General Crystallization Theory 

It is evident from the data that the crystallization rate is a determining factor for 

the non-equilibrium segregation coefficient. Modeling of non-equilibrium segregation 

must be based on crystallization theory. During crystallization the net growth rate (V) is 

the difference between the rate at which atoms join (V"*"), and leave (V") the crystal. The 

net growth rate can be written in the generalized form^: 
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V  =  V * - V ~  =  a v * f u  2.2 

where a is the cube root of the atomic volume, is the rate at which atoms or molecules 

join the crystal at active growth sites, / is the density of active growth sites at the 

interface, and u is the normalized difference between the arrival and departure rates of the 

atoms given by : 

where L is the latent heat of fusion, kg is Boltzman constant, and AT=T„-T, is the 

undercooling, the difference between the melting temperature and the interface 

temperature. 

An expression for crystallization from the melt, which was first enunciated by 

Wilson and later by Frenkel, is commonly referred to as normal growth. An implicit 

assumption of the Wilson-Frenkel model is that atoms can be added or removed from any 

site on the interface^. A modem version of the growth rate expression is: 

where v is a frequency on the order of the Debye frequency, and ^ is an activation energy 

associated with the mobility of the atoms or molecules in the liquid. The factor/has been 

added to the Wilson-Frenkel expression in order to take into account that the atoms can 

2.3 

V=avexp  
2.4 
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only join or leave the crystal at active growth sites. For this model, the value of in 

equation 2.2 is given by; 

2.5 
=  v e x p [ - — ) e x p f  — .  

* ^ 1  k T )  \  k T M )  'M 

The diffusion coefficient can be written as: 

2.6 

6 " ksT) 

where A is the average diffusion jump distance in the liquid. The diffusion coefficient can 

be incorporated into the growth rate expression resulting in 

6aDr ( L \ f L \1 2.7 
V =—2-,exp - -exp -— |/ 

Equation 2.7 can also be modified using the Stokes-Einstein equation in order to express 

the growth rate in terms of viscosity. The next section discusses Monte Carlo simulation 

techniques, which have proven to be a valuable tool for studying crystallization and for 

the evaluation of the non-equilibrium segregation effects. 
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2.1.4 Monte Carlo Modeling of the Non-Equilibrium Segregation Coefficient 

The simulations of crystallization have been successfully performed with both 

molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo techniques. The advantage of the Monte Carlo 

technique is the ability to model large systems, thereby providing much better statistical 

data. Monte Carlo modeling is based on local transition probabilities, which depend on 

the configuration of each atom. 

The Ising model was originally developed to describe ferromagnetism and the 

behavior of this model has been extensively studied using Monte Carlo modeling. The 

results of the modeling apply to many other phenomena in the Ising universality class, 

including the critical point behavior of ferromagnetism, liquid-vapor systems near their 

critical point, order-disorder, and crystal growth'®. The Ising model involves two spin 

states referred to as spin up or spin down. For the modeling of crystallization the two 

states corresponds to liquid and crystal atoms. 

The Monte Carlo simulations of crystallization begins with a distribution of 

atoms on a lattice in either a two or three dimensional box containing an interface 

separating the solid from the liquid. The transition of an atom from solid to liquid at the 

interface depends on the temperature, and the number of solid atoms in nearest neighbor 
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sites. In Monte Carlo modeling the general form of the growth rate as given by equation 

2.2, with u replaced by the normalized transition probability for an atom at a single site 

where <p , n is the number of solid neighbors of the atom at the interface and Z is the 

number of nearest neighbor sites. 

Monte Carlo modeling was first applied to pure materials. The results provided 

information about the surface roughness'^ surface topography'-, and the surface 

configuration'^. Leamy et. a/." applied Monte Carlo modeling to the problem of surface 

roughness, finding that the Monte Carlo data agreed to within 10% of the analytical 

roughness approximations. Surface topography was also investigated by Leamy et. al.^^ 

through the examination of the step density. 

Gilmer e/. al. used Monte Carlo to examine, in pure materials, the dependence of 

equilibrium structure on roughening temperature. They found that, above the roughening 

temperature, the growth rate is linear with undercooling and relatively isotropic, but 

below the roughening temperature the growth rate depends on surface nucleation, and so 

is strongly anisotropic. 

2.8 

2L 
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Monte Carlo simulations of pure material were also employed by Beatty^"^ to 

evaluate the effect of growth direction on growth rate. He reported Monte Carlo 

simulations demonstrating that the modified Wilson-Frenkel growth law works for silicon 

(100) (figure 2.3), but is not applicable to silicon (111). These examples demonstrate 

that Monte Carlo simulations explain growth characteristics in pure materials, suggesting 

that they can also be applied to study dopants during crystallization. 
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Figure 2.3 The growth rate versus undercooling of silicon. The (100) plane grows as 
Wilson-Frenkel and the (111) is not linear because of surface nucleation. 
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For Monte Carlo simulations of an alloy, the nearest neighbors can be different 

elements. For an alloy the transition probability for an atom depends on both the type of 

atom and whether its nearest neighbors are solid or liquid, so the probability of an atom 

leaving the crystal is'^: 

where kg is Boltzmarm's constant, T is the temperature, C identifies the atom as being in 

the crystal, k is the species of the atom (either A or B) summed over the nearest 

neighbors defmed by a pair of indices j and /, where j depends on whether the nearest 

neighbor atom is crystal or liquid, and / identifies the nearest neighboring atom as either A 

orB. <i>li is the energy of the bond between one atom defmed by ik and its neighboring 

atom defmed by jl. The probability of an atom changing from liquid to solid is'^: 

where AS|j is the entropy of fusion for the species k. 

Applying the Monte Carlo technique to the non-equilibrium segregation 

coefficient was first done by Gilmer* ̂  as a dopant trapping problem. He examined the 

dependence of impurity concentration on the crystallization rate, but essentially found no 

effect for vapor phase growth. Jackson et. a/.'^ later examined the effect of dopant 

concentration for crystallization of a liquid, where the dopant atoms leaving the crystal 

2.9 

2.10 
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stayed at the interface. The resulting computer model included a strong variability of 

solid concentration with growth rate and temperature. The results of simulations for 

difflisionless growth are shown in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 Growth rates for a variety of compositions for an alloy with Tm=I688 K, 

T|^=303 K, ke=0.001, and AS/R=10. The slopes of the growth rate curves do 

not change if the data is graphed versus AT/T or simply T'^. 

The intersection of the curves in figure 2.4 with the zero growth rate line, where 

the fi^ energies of the solid and liquid are the same, provides the temperature and 

composition that correspond to the Tq line on a phase diagram, figure 2.5. These results 

demonstrate clearly that the solid composition depends on the atomic mobility in the 

liquid. The research of Jackson et. a/.'^ showed that the equilibrium phase diagram 
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applies for rapid liquid diffusion, and depends on the chemical potential of each species. 

Without diffusion the atoms must act cooperatively, and the crystallization depends on 

the free energies. 
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Figure 2.5 The temperatiu'es corresponding to zero growth rates for difflisionless growth 
in figure 2.4, plotted against composition on the phase dii^ram for this 
alloy'6. 

When Jackson et al. included liquid diffusion into the model, they were able to 

adjust the diffusion coefHcient to reproduce experimental results of bismuth in silicon, 

figure 2.6. The wiggles in the Monte Carlo data, figure 2.6, are due to a statistical 

variation when there is a small number of dopant atoms in the simulation. The variation 

is eliminated by averaging a number of runs, or by increasing the number of atoms in the 

simulation. The data appear to have bismuth outside of the silicon surface, in reality this 
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is due to RBS instrument broadening. Similar broadening was added to the Monte Carlo 

simulations for comparison purposes. 
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Figure 2.6 A comparison of Monte Carlo data and the data discussed in figure 2.1. The 
Monte Carlo results are the closed circles and the open circles are the 
experimental data. 
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The impressive results (figure 2.6) support the use of Monte Carlo modeling to 

study the non-equilibrium segregation effect. The effective k value is calculated by 

dividing the observed concentration in the solid by the concentration at the interface in the 

liquid. The k value has been determined for a variety of growth rates and diffusion 

coefficients. The result provided data in agreement with the segregation data reported by 

Baeri etal.~. White etal?, and Aziz etal.^, (figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7 Experimental (open symbols) and Monte Carlo (closed symbols) data for 
silicon (100). The segregation coefficient is graphed versus p, which is 
defined in the text. The equilibrium k-value for bismuth is 8x10^, 0.023 for 
tin, and 0.4 for germanium'"*. The dashed lines were generated using equation 
2.17 with A=8. 
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The computer modeling also provided the ability to examine extreme regions that 

cannot be investigated in the laboratory, thereby permitting the study of a variety of 

growth rates and diffusion coefHcients. In figure 2.7 the segregation coefficient is plotted 

versus P a dimensionless parameter defined as: 

where a is the cubic root of the atomic volume, V is the net growth rate, u is the difference 

between the arrival and departure rates of atoms at kink sites, and D is the diffusion 

coefficient. Temkin'^ first identified /3 in his analytical modeling of alloy crystallization. 

Near equilibrium, /3 is small, but for very fast growth or very slow diffusion, /3 

approaches infinity. Figure 2.7 clearly indicates that this parameter is central to non-

equilibrium segregation effects. 

2.1.5 Analytical Model of the Segregation Coefficient 

An analytical formalism for the non-equilibrium segregation coefficient has been 

proposed by Jackson'^. This model uses the Wilson-Frenkel model as the basis, but 

rewrites equation 2.2 for an alloy as: 

2.11 

2.12 
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where is the net growth for the fth component of an alloy, v* is the rate at which 

atoms join the crystal,/is the density of active growth sites on the interface, Q is the 

concentration of species /, and is the chemical potential difference between the two 

phases for species i. This expression, which goes to zero at equilibrium, when the 

expression inside the square bracket goes to zero, also incorporates an overall growth rate 

which depends on the undercooling below the liquidus. This expression, which is known 

as the quasi-equilibrium model, does not predict a significant change in the distribution 

coefficient with growth rate. 

Instead Jackson'^ has suggested a modification based on the surface tension 

effects at the interface, which transfers the driving force for crystallization between 

species. The amount of this transfer is given by a quantity P, so when P=0 there is no 

transfer and when P=l all species are incorporated at the same rate. The new formalism 

alters equation 2.12 to: 

2.13 

where is the free energy difference between the crystal and the liquid. The factor P 

was evaluated according to the following logic. The average time it takes for an atom to 

join the crystal, is given by I/v^f, where is the rate at which atoms join the crystal 
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at active growth sites, and /is the density of active growth sites on the interface. The 

distance which the interface advances during this time, is vt^. The distance which a B 

atom can move by diffusion during this time, is where D is the diffusion 

coefficient of B atoms in the liquid. 

For equilibrium or near equilibrium conditions, vr^, the distance that the interface 

moves during time is small and P is small. For D=0, the atoms cannot move as the 

interface passes, and so they must enter the crystal cooperatively. This condition 

corresponds to /*=!. Linear interpolation between these two limits suggests: 

^ Avtr 2.14 
+ Avr^ 

where /I is a constant. This equation can be rewritten in terms of /3 as: 

l - R  U  2 1 5  

An approximation for the segregation coefficient for small concentrations of the minor 

component can be derived-® from equation 2.13 and 2.15 as: 

' 2.16 
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where kg is the equilibrium segregation coeflficient. The expression in 2.16 is plotted as 

the dashed lines in figure 2.7 using A=8. It provides a reasonable fit of the Monte Carlo 

simulations and experimental data. 

As shown by experimental results and computer simulations, the non-equilibrium 

segregation coefficient depends on both the growth rate and diffusion coefficient. The 

amount of material incorporated into the crystal (k value) depends on the rate of crystal 

growth and how quickly the dopant can diffuse out of the way of the crystal front. 

Therefore to evaluate non-equilibrium segregation effects in materials both the diffusion 

coefficient and the growth rate must be known. The next section of this literature review 

will focus on diffusion in silica. 
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2.2 DifTusion in Silica 

As discussed, the non-equilibrium segregation depends on diffusion and 

crystallization rate. This section examines the diffusion of dopant material in silica. In 

metals there are two distinct diffusion mechanisms; interstitial and substitutional^'. By 

interstitial diffusion, the atoms move rapidly through the lattice on interstitial sites. 

Substitutional diffusion is slower since it occurs when a dopant atom exchanges position 

with a matrix atom resulting from the motion of a vacancy. Diffusion in a glass is not as 

simple, since the glass matrix is random. The literature identifies three basic phenomena 

for diffusion in glass; molecular/atomic diffusion, ionic diffusion, and diffusion of metal 

ions--. The following sections examine these three diffusion mechanisms, as well as a 

section specifically devoted to oxygen. In addition, the diffusion of implanted ions is 

discussed separately because of the unique results. 

2.2.1 Molecular/Atomic Diffusion 

During molecular or atomic diffusion the species diffuse without matrix 

interactions. This phenomenon is also referred to as open solid diffusion. The 

mechanism is seen, as an example, during diffusion of inert gases, and in special cases. 
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water, and hydrogen. The rate of diffusion is determined by the permeability of the gas in 

the glass. This principle is described by: 

K=DS 2.17 

where K is the permeability, D is the diffusion coefficient, and S is the amount of gas 

absorbed by the glass, or the solubility. The solubility is independent of temperature and 

proportional to gas pressure at low pressures22. At higher pressures the fugacity of the 

gas must be taken into account since the solubility of gas decreases as sites are 

occupied^^. 

Two methods have been used for measuring molecular diffusion. The first method 

involves evacuating a fused silica bulb, filling the bulb with isotopic gas, annealing for a 

period of time, breaking the bulb, and analyzing the quantity of remaining gas with a mass 

spectrometer. The second method involves a rod encased in a capsule under isotopic gas 

pressure and temperature. The gas in the rod is analyzed with mass spectrometry, 

Rutherford backscattering, or an electron microprobe. The results by these methods are 

consistent and presented in table 2.1. 
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Molecule Diameter (A) Activation Energy 
(kcal/mole) 

Helium 2.0 4.8 
Hydrogen 2.5 8.5 
Argon 3.2 26.6 
Oxygen 3.2 25 
Water 3.3 17 
Nitrogen 3.4 26 
Krypton 4.2 46 
Xenon 4.9 72 

Table 2.1 Molecular diffusion data demonstrating the relationship between the atomic 
diameter and the activation energy. 

The data in table 2.1 shows that as the size of the molecule increases the activation energy 

increases, figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 The dependence of activation energy on molecular diameter. 
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The data in figure 2.8 suggests a relationship between the activation energy and 

molecular diameter: 

Q^=.a + bc 218 

where Q is the activation energy, r is the effective molecular diameter, and a and b are 

constants. Shelby24 hypothesizes that the constants a and b depend on the amount of 

glass forming oxide in the matrix. Molecular diffusion appears to occur without the 

molecules or atoms interacting with the matrix. The diffusion rate is dependent on 

molecular size and the data suggest that the molecules diffuse through the open spaces in 

the matrix. 

2.2.2 Ionic DifTusion 

The diffusion of monovalent cations in glass, which is called ionic diffusion, 

involves the modification of the glass matrix resulting in electrical conduction and chemical 

strengthening of the glass. This section discusses the effect of monovalent cations on the 

glass structure, the change in electrical properties, the experimental methods for 

introducing the cations, the effects of pre-treatment, and the diffusion data. 

Currently there are two proposed mechanisms for interaction of cations with the 

glass. The first is that cations behave as network modifiers. The cations occupy "holes" 
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in the network that exist between the oxygen tretrahedra-'*. The cation creates 

nonbridging oxygen, resulting in a breakdown of the silicon-oxygen network (figure 2.9). 

The second proposed mechanism of cation/glass interaction is that the cations cluster, 

resulting in a glass-in-glass phase separation^^. This theory is based on transmission 

electron microscope results, but has not been explored in depth. In both cases, the 

cations interact with and modify the glass matrix during diffusion. 

•Si Oo' % Na 1+ 

Figure 2.9 Two dimensional model of the structure of a glass of Na20, Si02 
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Electric conductivity has been used to evaluate cation diffusion. The relationship 

between conductivity, a and the diffusion coefficient D is described by Einstein's 

equation: 

Z-F'Dc 2.19 
a 

RT 

where Z is the ionic valence, F is the Faraday constant, R is tiie gas constant, T is the 

temperature, and c is the ionic concentration in the glass. Equation 2.19 provides an 

adequate description for cation doped fused silica^^. 28. 29 jg applicable when 

additional components, such as aluminosilicate and aluminophosphate, are present. 

Analyzing diffusion of cations into the glass involves either radioactive isotopes 

or chemical analysis methods^^. Radioactive isotopes are convenient since the diffusion 

measurement uses standard counting techniques. The radioactive material is introduced 

by either depositing a layer of ions on the glass surface, immersing the glass sample in an 

excess of agitated molten salt, or depositing an aqueous solution of ionic salt on the 

surface. Once the radioactive tracers are deposited, the sample is annealed to allow 

diffusion, sectioned, and the distribution of the radioactive tracers measured. 

Chemical methods to analyze cation diffusion use same introduction procedures as 

the radioactive isotope difHisant. To analyze distribution of the diffused ions, a variety 

of analysis techniques can be employed including; wet chemical analysis. X-ray 
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fluorescence, Rutherford Backscattering, and electron microprobe. These techniques are 

used when stable radioactive ions are not available. 

The literature on cation diffusion is dominated by work involving alkaline 

elements because of the ease in obtaining results. Sodium and potassium in particular 

have been studied extensively due to the availability of radioactive tracers. Sodium, for 

example, has a half life of 2.6 years and potassium, although not studied as extensively, 

has a half life of 12.4 hours. The results for sodium and potassium are presented in table 

2.2. 

Diffusing Species Temperature Range 
(°C) 

Diffusion 
Coefficient (Dg) 

(cm^/s) 

Activation 
Energy 
(kcal/mole) 

Sodium <600 0.374 25.8 
600-1000 4x10-2 21.6 

Potassium (20%) <500 3.8x10-4 18.5 
>500 36.5 40.8 

Table 2.2 Difilision coefficients for sodium and potassium in silica^^. 

The diffusion coefficient is a function of both temperature and alkali 

concentration. The data in the table suggests that a different mechanism is operating at 

low and high temperatures. This change in mechanism with temperature is illustrated by 

the discontinuity in the diflusion coefficient vs. temperature graph (figure 2.10). An 
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explanation for this phenomenon is based on changes in the glass structure and was 

verified by measuring glass volume contractions^^. 

The concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient is also illustrated in 

figure 2.10. The diffusion coefficient decreases with decreasing concentration. The 

proposed explanation is that the silica lattice is disrupted less by small concentrations of 

ion dopants, and therefore there are fewer non-bridging oxygen sites available for 

diffusion. 
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Figure 2.10 Diffusion coefficients of sodium in binary sodium silicate glass, measured by 
Johnson^'^. 
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Rubidium, cesium, and lithium also diffuse ionically. The results, table 2.3, are 

considered suspect because of the use of NMR which traditionally gives lower activation 

energy results^^. 

In addition the diffusion coefficient is affected by pre-annealing treatment. This 

result is attributed to the amount of OH" present in the glass^^, suggesting that any pre-

treatment or manufacturing process of the glass that affects the concentration of OH* 

ultimately changes the diffusion coefficient. The more OH* present in the glass the 

slower the sodium diffusion rate. Figure 2.11 shows the difference in the diffusion 

coefficient as related to preparation process for sodium in silica. 

Mole % Temperature 
Range (oC) 

Dq (cm2/s) Q 
(kcal/mole) 

Reference 

25 % Rb20 300-500 5x10-3 19.2 31 

25 % CsjO 300-450 1.4x10-2 21.8 32 

25% Li20 18 18 26 

Table 2.3 Diflusion coefficients of rubidium, cesium, and lithium in silica. 
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Figure 2.11 Diffusion of sodium in silica with different preparations. Type I/II are both 
from natural quartz prepared differently. Glass of type III was prepared 
from synthesized SiCl4 and has a higher OH' content than the glass of type I 

and type II. Type IV has the lowest amount of OH*, being a synthetic it is 
practically OH* fiee^^. 
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2.23 IVIetailic Ions 

Metallic ions follow normal difdision; resulting in a single straight line on an 

Ahrenius plot. In contrast with ionic diffusion, exhibited primarily by the alkalines, 

metallic ion diffusion is slower, does not breakdown the glass matrix, or carry current. 

This section focuses on the methods of inserting ions into the glass matrix, the 

experimental data, and a discussion of proposed diffusion mechanisms. 

The insertion methods used for metallic ions are similar to those employed for 

species exhibiting ionic diffusion. These methods include applying an aqueous solution to 

the surface (nickel)^"^, exposing the glass to a gaseous stream (boron)^^, and mixing dopant 

atoms into the glass melt (gold)^^. Ion implantation has also been used to prepare 

samples for studies of metallic ion diffusion in silica. Since ion implantation is the 

method utilized for this research it is discussed in section 2.2.4. 

The analysis techniques used to measure metallic diffusion include optical 

absorption^^, resistivity (Si02 on a silicon wafer)^^, and mapping of a radioactive 

tracer^^. These methods provide the following results in table 2.4. 
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Element Dq (cm^/sec) Q (kcal/mole) Reference 

Ni 7.2xlO-'0 36.6 34 

P 1.7x10-7 33.8 38 

B 1.88x10-10 20.5 37 

Au 8.6x102 37 36 

Table 2.4 Reported diffusion results for a variety of metallic elements. 
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Figure 2.12 Ahrenius plot of the metallic ions. 
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The results, table 2.4 and figure 2.12, do not suggest any particular diffusion 

mechanism. The data form a straight line on the Ahrenius plot (figure 2.12) 

demonstrating normal difHision. Boron is the only element for which speculation about 

the dif!usion mechanism is published. Brown and Kennicott^^ hypothesized that since 

the diffusion coefficient of boron is close to silicon, boron diffuses substitutionally 

through the silica sites. 

At lower temperatures, gold demonstrates a discontinuity (figure 2.13) in the 

Ahrenius plot similar to sodium. Doremus^^ therefore characterizes gold as an ionic 

diffuser, but Frischat^^ considers it a metallic ion since gold doped glass is not electrically 

conductive. It is evident from the diverse opinions published that there is limited 

understanding of the mechanism of metallic ions diffusing in silica. 

The diffusion coefficient for calcium and aluminum in silica has also been 

studied^^. The study was done with radioactive isotopes and only one temperature is 

reported. The diffusion coefficient for calcium at 100(PC is 2.0x10"® cm-/sec and 

aluminum is l.3xl(^•^ cm-/sec at 998oC and 8.2x10"'"* cm-/sec at 990oC. The uncertainty 

of this work is stated to be 20% for calcium and 30% for aluminum^^. 
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Figure 2.13 Diffusion of gold in silica clearly showing the discontinuity^^. 

2.2.4 Diffusion of Implanted Metallic Ions 

Implanted ions are examined separately because the implantation process 

produces unusual results'^^. Gallium, for example, has a different diffusion rate when it is 

implanted compared to when it is diflused in from the surface. Implantation also creates 
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a variety of ionic species, for example iron can be Fe^, Fe^^, or Fe^^ resulting in complex 

data analysis'^!, section examines the current literature of diffusion analysis using 

ion implantation. The topics discussed include the experimental method for implantation, 

the measured difiusion coefficients, and the proposed diffusion mechanism. 

The relevant information about ion implantation is reported as a dose (ions/cm-), 

and implantation energy. To compare the data from different studies the dose and energy 

must be standardized. Yamaji and Ichikawa'^-, for example, report that the difiusion 

coefficient decreases at higher implantation energy. Van Ommen'*^ also evaluated the 

effect of dose on the diffiision coefficient and reports that the activation energy increases 

with decreasing dose. Table 2.5 provides the implantation dose and energy for difiusion 

experiments in the literature. 

Species Implantation Dose Implantation Energy Reference 

As IxlO'S/cm- 40 keV 
55keV 
70keV 

42 

As IxlO'^/cm^ 60keV 43 

Fe 5.5xl0'6/cm2 150 keV 44 
Fe 6.5x;0'6/cm2 62keV 45 
Ga 5xlO>3/cm2 

Ixl0'5/cm2 
IxIQl^/cm^ 

100 keV 40 

Table 2.5 Current literature on the implantation dose and energy for a variety of ionic 
species. 
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Dif!\ision of the implanted species was accomplished by annealing the glass in 

different atmospheres. To evaluate the resulting diffusion profile, either Rutherford 

backscattering (RBS), or secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was used. The 

published RBS results do not show a standard Gaussian decay. Figure 2.14 is an example 

of the non-Gaussian curve shape reported for gallium by van Ommen"*®. The fitted curve, 

figure 2.14, demonstrates how van Ommen determined the diffusion coefficient. Van 

Ommen"*® explained his RBS data by suggesting two different diffusion rates. One rate, 

he explains, is relatively slow and attributed to atomic gallium. The second rate is much 

faster and attributed to the compound, GaOH, which van Ommen suggests is extremely 

mobile. In the experiments, a film of Si3N4 was deposited on the surface to reduce the 

possibility of "out diffusion" (material loss from the surface). Van Ommen does not 

discuss the possibility of forming GaN during the annealing process or any resulting 

effect this may have on the diffusion results. 

The RBS data for iron (figure 2.15), in contrast, has a Gaussian shape. These 

curves show a slight peak shiff toward the surface which Wang et. al.^ refers to as "out 

diffusion". A diffusion coefficient was only estimated because the decay was not 

standard Gaussian. The rationale provided to explain the non-Gaussian decay was that 

there are different species implanted which diffuse at different rates. Wang et. al.^ 

attributes the "out diffusion" to defects created by the ion implantation. 
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Figure 2.14 Difllision of gallium in Si02 with a Si3N4 top layer. The purpose of the 

layer is to reduce the amount of "out diffusion" of gallium'*® 
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Figure 2.15 RBS spectrum of iron diffusion in silica'^. 
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Ding et. demonstrated with x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) that iron 

clusters are present on the surface. Therefore the diffusion coefficient that Wang et. al.'^ 

reported is, according to Ding et. a side effect of particle formation. Ding et. al. did 

not evaluate the rate of cluster growth or determine a diffusion coefficient. 

Ion implanted arsenic in silica also demonstrates "out diffusion". Singh et. al.^^ 

implanted arsenic, then implanted nitrogen to evaluate the trapping behavior in thermally 

grown silica on MOSFET devices. They report an arhenius plot that shows different 

diffusion coefficients for each annealing environment, figure 2.16. They hypothesized 

that arsenic diffuses slower in an oxygen environment because the oxidized arsenic is 

mcorporated into the matrix. Yamaji et. al.^~ reports similar numbers, but their 

explanation for the diffusion is based on diffusion rates from different regions of 

concentration, thus for a low arsenic concentration the diffusion is enhanced compared to 

high concentrations. Even though these growth curves do not follow gaussian decay, the 

authors produce diffusion rates for ions implanted in silica (table 2.6). The consistent 

report of material loss and the curves exhibiting non-gaussian decay leads to the assertion 

that further research is required. 
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Figure 2.16 Arhenius plot of diffusion constants for arsenic diffused in silica in different 
atmospheres. 

Species Do (cm^/sec) Ea Reference Notes 

As 2.5 4.2 eV 42,46 Atmosphere N2 
95 4.7 eV 42,46 Atmosphere O2 

Fe — — 44 D=8.0xlO-'3 cm^/sec at T=600"C 

Ga 2.44 2.57 eV 40 "Fast" diffusion from Ga 
1.15x105 4.16 eV "Slow" diffusion from 

GaOH 

Table 2.6 Summary of implanted metallic ion diffusion in silica. 
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2.2.5 Oxygen and Water Diffusion in Si02 

The diffusion of oxygen and water in silica is unique because these ions difHise 

both molecularly, as O? and H2O, and interact with the lattice, as 0-" and OH". Initially 

diffusion of oxygen and water was studied to characterize the glass structure"*^. Recently 

the focus of researchers has shifted to the diffusion of oxygen through silica for the 

semiconductor industry. The growth of the insulator layer (Si02) on a silicon wafer is 

limited by the diffusion rate of oxygen through the silica'^^. In semiconductor chip 

manufacturing water vapor also operates as an oxygen carrier^^ and is used to 

atmospherically grow Si02 on silicon^®. The literature includes data of these ions 

diffusing in both bulk media and thin fihns. This section will focus on the diffusion 

coefficient measured in bulk silica, because of the relevance to the research, by discussing 

the experimental method, results, and proposed diffusion mechanisms. 

The oxygen diffusion coefficient is evaluated using the oxygen isotope '®0. The 

isotope is introduced into the matrix by annealing silica in an enriched gas. The 

amount of isotope in the matrix is measured by subtracting from the measured amount of 

remaining after annealing^^'^' from the initial amount of '^O in the gas. Secondary 

ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is also used to analyze the amount of tracer component 
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contained in the SiCh"^^- The only experiment which does not use '®0 is 

reported by Norton^^. 

Norton's experiment involved annealing a silica bulb pressurized with O2. After 

annealing, a mass spectrometer was used to measure the quantity of O2 still in the silica 

bulb, providing information on the amount that had diffused out through the container 

wall. The results presented by Norton are different by orders of magnitude compared 

with other data on oxygen diffusion (figure 2.17), which was obtained with the ion 

process. Norton suggested that in his experiments, the oxygen diffuses molecularly 

through the voids in the matrix (figure 2.17 and table 2.7). This is supported by the fact 

that the data showed that the rate of permutation is directly proportional to the first 

power of the pressure. It is suggested that the ion diffusion mechanism involves ion-

matrix interactions^-. One explanation for the scatter of the data in figure 2.17 is the 

difficulty In examining ionic diffusion without having contributions from the Ot 

molecular diffusion^J. 

One theory for the diffusion of the '^O was proposed by Mikkelson et. 

They suggested that since the activation energy for oxygen is 4.7 eV and the activation 

energy for silicon is 6 eV, then oxygen diffusion must involve a breaking of the silicon-

oxygen bonds. Han et. al.^^ confirmed Mikkelson's data, but proposed instead that the 
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oxygen diffusion coefficient is determined by the amount of OH' in the matrix. The data 

in figure 2.17 clearly demonstrates that even with extensive analysis, the mechanism for 

oxygen diffusion has not been determined. 
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Figure 2.17 An Ahrenius plot summary of oxygen difliision data. 
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Investigator Sample Method Temperature 
Range(K) 

Do (ni2/s) Q 
(KJ/mol) 

Norton56 Bulk Silica Rate Uptake 1223 2.8x10-8 113 

Haul and 
Dumbgen^^ 

Bulk Silica Rate Uptake 1173-1523 4.3x10-10 234 

Sucov^^ Bulk Silica Tracer Loss 1198-1498 1.5x10-6 298 

Williams^® Bulk Silica Rate Uptake 1123-1523 2.0x10-13 121 

Muehlenbachs 
and Schaeflfer^* 

Bulk Silica Rate of 
Exchange 

1423-1703 4.4x10-15 82 

Yinnon^^ Bulk Silica Nonresonant 
Nuclear 
Reaction 
Analysis 

1088-1291 2.1x10-14 110 

Mikkelson^'^ Oxide thin 
films 

Secondary Ion 
Mass 
Spectroscopy 

1473-1673 2.6x10-4 454 

Cawley and 
Boyce^O 

Oxide thin 
films 

Secondary Ion 
Mass 
Spectroscopy 

1173-1473 2.8x10-9 280 

Kalen, Boyce 
and Cawley^^ 

Bulk Silica Secondary Ion 
Mass 
Spectroscopy 

1073-1473 5.54x10-15 143 

Table 2.7 Summary of data for oxygen diffusion in silica. 

The examination of OH~ diffusion in silica also faces similar problems of 

evaluating and understanding the mechanism. The study of OH" is performed by two 

methods, radioactive tracer and spectroscopic analysis. The first method involves a 

process of annealing silica in an atmosphere of tritiated water^^. The diffusion rate is 

then analyzed using isotopic methods. In the second mediod the glass is exposed to a 
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vapor of 0H~ and analyzed using infrared spectrometry. In the infrared the stretching of 

OH" molecules causes a change in the shape of the 4000-3000 cm*' water band^^ The 

advantage of examining glass in the infrared stems from a concern that when measuring the 

tritiated water the OH" may exchange '^O for and continue to diffuse undetected. 

The results for high temperature (above SSO^C) are consistent regardless of the 

analytical method (figure 2.18). Above SSO^C the saturation is proportional to the square 

root of the partial pressure of water vapor: 

Soh-OPc^hI 2.20 

This result suggests the chemical reaction: 

*Si-0-Si-+H,0—«SiOH-»-HOSi •  .  2.21 
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Figure 2.18 An Ahrenius plot summary of the data for OH" diffusion in silica^^. 

Figure 2.18 shows a change in the activation energy with temperature. Above 

550OC the activation energy is 70 kJ/mole, and below SSO^C the activation energy is 32 

kJ/mole^5 There are currently two proposed theories. The first theory suggests that 

strains and defects in the matrix continue to exist at lower temperatures which reduce the 

diffusion of OH"^^. The second theory is presented by Davis et. who found, using 

infrared spectroscopy, that the surface concentration of water above 650oC increased at a 

"normal" rate, that is, the "uptake" (amount of OH* absorbed) is linear with the square 

root of time and then levels off. In contrast, when the annealing temperature was at 

350OC, the uptake increases parabolically with time without leveling off. Davis et. al.^ 
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concluded that diffusion is reduced because it is limited by the surface concentration of 

the oxygen. 

Regardless of the diflusion mechanism, water diffusing into silica glass affects the 

structure, resulting in changes to properties such as fatigue resistance, viscosity, 

crystallization rate and optical absorption^^. The diffusion rates of other ionic species in 

the glass are influenced by the OH* induced glass structure alterations. 

2.2.6 Diffusion Summary 

Section 2.2 discusses the diffusion of various elements in silica. It is apparent 

there are two primary processes involved; simple molecular diffusion, and diffusion with 

a matrix interaction. For molecular diffusion, the activation energy is related to the size of 

the molecule. There is not a universal theory for diffusion involving matrix interactions 

due to the wide variety of mechanisms. A thorough review concludes that there is not 

any data on the diffusion of germanium in silica. In addition, ion implanted diffusion 

studies present puzzling data. It is evident that the current understanding of the manner 

in which diffusing ions interact with the matrix is incomplete. 
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23 Crystallization 

In addition to the thermodynamic properties, the non-equilibrium segregation 

coefficient depends on the diffusion coefficient and the crystallization rate. In this 

section the current literature on the crystallization rate of silica is reviewed. The 

discussion includes the advantages of studying non-equilibrium segregation during the 

crystallization of a glass, the basic equations describing crystallization, and experimental 

crystallization results. 

2.3.1 Crystallization Theory 

Crystallization studies of glass involve both nucleation and growth'®. The 

crystallization rate is determined by the mobility of the species in the glass, as previously 

discussed. For silica the crystal interface morphology is predicted to be rough by the 

Jackson alpha factor^®, which is defined as: 

where AS is the molar entropy of fusion, and ^ is the fraction of nearest neighbors in the 

plane of the interface. For a<2, the interface will be atomically rough. For silica, 

= 1.3, so the interface will be rough for all growth directions, and the growth rate is 
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expected to be linear with undercooling at small undercoolings. The Wilson-Frenkel 

equation for growth, as discussed in section 2.1.3, is expected to apply'®. The growth 

rate is expressed as: 

where Kis the growth rate,/is the fraction of surface sites which are active growth sites 

and should be relatively constant at about 0.25, D is the diffusion coefficient, L is the 

latent heat, and T are the melting point and interface temperatures, a is the cubic root 

of the atomic volume, A is the average diffusion jump distance in the liquid and kg is 

Boltzman's constant. Equation 2.23 can be written in terms of the viscosity r] using the 

Stokes-Einstein expression which provides a relationship between the diffusion 

coefficient and the bulk viscosity; 

inserting the Stokes-Einstein expression into the growth rate equation results in: 

2.23 

D = 2.24 

2.25 

Rearranging equation 2.25, a reduced growth rate expression can be defmed as: 

2.26 
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which should be a constant for Wilson-Frenkel growth. Therefore when the reduced 

growth rate is graphed as versus AT, the result should be a straight line, independent 

of temperature. 

2.3.2 Crystallization of Silica 

Silica crystallization has been analyzed because it is a problem for the glass 

making industry. The first reported study of silica crystallization was by Brown et. al.^^ 

in 1959. Brown et. al. focused on the effect of adding alumina to the glass melt in order to 

inhibit crystallization. The resulting silica glass was soaked in water to achieve uniform 

nucleation, then annealed for crystallization. The result, for pure silica, was a linear 

relationship (figure 2.19) between time and the crystal layer thickness. 
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Figure 2.19 Crystallization of silica in air^^. 

Ainslie et. also studied the crystallization of pure silica. They report that the 

crystal layer thickness increased paraboiically with anneal time, figure 2.20. For interface 

controlled growth, the growth rate should be constant, so that the thickness of the crystal 

layer should increase linearly with time. Ainslie et. al. proposed that external factors, 

including the amount of "dirt" on the sample and the atmospheric conditions, influence 

the silica crystal growth rate. 
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Figure 2.20 Growth parabolas corresponding to several temperatures for pure silica 
annealed in air^®. 

To eliminate the external crystallization factors reported by Ainslie et. alJ^, 

Wagstaff^' nucleated and grew crystals in the glass interior. These experiments were 

performed by cutting cubes from a piece of silica that had been pre-treated for 70 hours at 

ISOO^C to allow the formation of internal nucleation centers. The cubes were then 

annealed to promote crystal growth. Since it is impossible to keep the surface from 

crystallizing, the surface was removed after each anneal. The results were a linear 

dependence between the crystal size and anneal time^'. The resulting data, figure 2.21, 

provide an equation describing the growth rate^^ 



>> -[T. -Tll.4xlO"]exp(-'"-«%T) 

where is the melting point, T is the temperature, and R is the gas constant. 
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Figure 2.21 Growth rates of silica in air as a function of temperature^-. 

The growth rate versus temperature, figure 2.21, was derived from the linear 

relationship between the cristobalite layer thickness and time. This result is in contrast 

with earlier papers of Wagstaff et. as well as with Ainslie et. where the 

cristobalite thickness vs. time relationship was parabolic. The difference is that in more 

recent experiments, Wagstaff et. alP^ went through a complex sample preparation 

process, involving an acid wash and an anneal in vacuum, in order to guarantee that the 
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samples are stoichiometric. It can be concluded that the difference between Ainslie et. 

alJ^ and Wagstaff et. alJ^ is the stoichiometry of the glass. The effect of stoichometry 

on glass crystallization is discussed further in Section 2.3.5. 

The data presented by Wagstaff, figure 2.21, is regraphed using the reduced 

growth rate, described by equation 2.26, figure 2.22. 
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Figure 2.22 Reduced growth rate of silica as a function of undercooling^^. 

Apart from the scatter at slow growth rates, the reduced growth rate in figure 2.22 

is constant. This fact indicates that the crystallization mechanism for silica is Wilson-
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Frenkei in nature, as described by equation 2.26, with a constant growth site density / 

This mode of growth simplifies the calculation of non-equilibrium segregation effects. 

2.3.3 Effect of Atmosphere on Silica Crystallization 

Ainslie et. alJ^ discuss, as a side note, that the rate of crystallization depends on 

the atmosphere. Several experiments have been reported to date where crystallization has 

been studied in annealing environments of nitrogen, oxygen,^^ water^^- and vacuum^'^-

Silica annealed in an atmosphere of N2, or O2 demonstrates a slight difference in the 

growth rate, figure 2.23, which could be experimental error. In contrast, the 

crystallization rates vary dramatically when silica is annealed in vacuum. Wagstaff et. 

atJ^ and Boganov et. measured the crystallization rate of Si02 glass in a vacuum. 

Wagstaff et. reported crystallization rates, figure 2.24, but Boganov et. found 

no trace of crystallization evident in samples annealed from 1300oC to I6OO0C for 

periods up to 17 hours. Boganov et. also performed experiments in air, which 

reproduced results reported by Ainslie et. Boganov et. though, did not discuss 

the surface treatment method. Wagstaff et. demonstrated that flame polishing 

eliminates surface nucleation, which could explain the lack of crystallization reported by 

Boganov et. aP^. The crystallization rates of Wagstaff et. al. in a vacuum are 

significantly slower than in a water rich or nitrogen atmosphere, figure 2.24. 
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Figure 2.23 Comparison of crystallization rates in N2 and O2 for de-watered fused Si02 
at 14860C73. 
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Figure 2.24 Comparison of crystallization rates of stoichiometric Si02 glass in H2O, N2, 

and vacuum. 

2.3.4 The Effect of Water and Oxygen Defects in the Glass Matrix on Silica 

Crystallization 

The crystallization rate is affected by the internal structure of the glass. The glass 

structure is influenced by the presence of OH* in the glass and oxygen defects alter the 

crystallization rate. Studies of the effect of OH" show that when OH* is involved the 
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crystal layer vs. time is parabolic. Wagstaff et. alJ^ were able to eliminate the parabolic 

growth characteristic by dewatering the glass. Water or OH" also have a significant effect 

on the crystallization rate. Wagstaff et. alJ^ studied the effect of partial pressure of 

water vapor in the atmosphere during annealing. As the partial pressure of water 

increased so did the crystallization rate, figure 2.25. Two possible explanations have been 

offered for these results: water acts as a source of oxygen for the matrix, and OH" 

weakens the glass structure by breaking the Si-O-Si bonds forming hydroxyl groups. 
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Figure 2.25 Cry stallization rate versus partial pressure of water^^. 
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Leko et. alJ^ reduced the density of hydroxy 1 groups by adding additional Si to 

the Si02 glass prior to annealing. The addition of silicon resulted in parabolic growth. 

WagstafT et. al?'' confumed the results of Leko et. al. by annealing the silica enriched glass 

in a vacuum furnace. They also found that the addition of silicon directly affected the 

growth rate, figure 2.26. These results demonstrated that structural characteristics of the 

glass influence the crystallization rate. 
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Figure 2.26 Growth rate comparison of silica and oxygen deficient silica at 1460oC in 478 
mm H20^^. 
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Oxygen deficient growth was also examined by Li et. alJ^, by ion implanting 

carbon and nitrogen into silica prior to crystallization. They reported a slower 

crystallization rate than in untreated glass. The implanted glass layer thickness vs. time 

results are parabolic, figure 2.27, similar to those presented by Ainslie et. Li et. 

alJ^ treated the implanted glass further by annealing the glass in water vapor at 355 torr 

and 900OC, for five days. Af^er hydrating the modified glass, the crystallization layer 

thickness versus time was linear, figure 2.28. Li et. al. theorized that the implanted 

elements form compounds of oxynitride and oxycarbide with the matrix elements, and 

that these compounds result in oxygen defects that are responsible for parabolic growth 

rates. 

Figure 2.27 Thickness of crystallized surface layer on glass with and without ion 
implantation^®. 
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Figure 2.28 Li et. al. linear graphs of silica crystallization after water vapor treatment. 

2.3.5 Effect of Pressure on Silica Crystallization 

(Jhlmann et. alJ^ reported the effect of pressure on crystallization of silica 

through the use of a Bridgeman anvil high-pressure device. They crushed (used silica 

under different atmospheres, loaded the samples into the high pressure anvil, annealed the 

sample, and used x-ray difR^ction to determine the percentage of crystallization. The 

authors measured the integrated intensity of the x-ray diffraction peak versus anneal time. 

The result ing graph (figure 2.29) shows a parabolic increase in the amount of crystal  with 
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time. Uhlmann et. al. also detemiined that the samples exposed to water during loading 

had an increase in the percentage crystallized. 
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Figure 2.29 Crystallization of samples prepared and loaded under varying conditions and 
heated at 500oC at 40 kb^^. 

Fratello et. al.^^ examined the surface nucleation and crystallization of bulk silica 

under pressure. According to Fratello et. al. the advantages of this method, compared to 

the work of Uhlmann et. al., are that it permits direct examination of the crystal layer, and 

avoids nonhydrostatic stresses from irregular grains. Their experiment used a silica rod in 

a high pressure piston-cylinder apparatus with an intemal graphite furnace. They found a 
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linear increase in the amount of crystal with time. The results indicate that the growth 

rate of the samples increases exponentially with pressure, figure 2.30. Fratello et. al. also 

reported that the growth rate increases linearly with hydroxyl content. They theorized 

that as the growth rate increases with pressure, it causes dislocation motion from the 

surface, thus increasing the number of broken bonds, making it easier for crystallization to 

Figure 2.30 Isothermal plots showing exponential variation of crystal growth rate with 
pressure^® 
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23.6 Summary 

The literature reviewed in this section provides basic information about the 

crystallization of silica including: 

• crystals usually nucleate on the surface and grow toward the interior, 

• surface nucleation is enhanced by water and dirt, 

• stoichiometric silica produces a linear relationship between the crystal thickness 

and time, 

• if the glass is oxygen deficient or OH" rich the crystal layer thickness versus 

time relationship is parabolic, 

• an atmosphere of water vapor enhances crystal growth, vacuum decreases the 

growth rate, and other atmospheres appear to have negligible effect, 

• the crystallization rate increases exponentially with increased pressure. 

The crystallization of silica glass is rather easy to initiate so that the growth rate is not 

limited by surface nucleation. The results involving parabolic growth rates can be 

explained by diffusion limited growth because of impurities or non-stoichiometry of the 

glass. 
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2.4 Germanium Silica System 

For this research germanium was determined to be an optimal dopant material to 

examine the segregation effects in silica. This section starts with the results of germania 

crystallization, and then presents the current literature on the gennania-silica quantum dot 

system. 

2.4.1 Germania Crystallization 

Vergano et. al. 8' studied the melting and crystallization of germania in order to 

evaluate the relevance of the Jackson alpha factor and the applicability of the Wilson-

Frenkel model to the germania system (section 2.3.2). The experiments involved 

crystallizing germania in an atmosphere controlled furnace. In order to nucleate the glass, 

the sample was held at 300°C below the crystallization temperature for a few minutes 

then brought up to temperature. The result showed a linear relationship between the 

crystal thickness and time, figure 2.31. 
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Figure 2.31 Crystal growth of germania in series 1 glasses at 850oC, QOO^C and 950oC 
performed in air. 

Plotting Vergano's data as the reduced growth rate equation (eqn. 2.26) versus 

undercooling results in a straight line (figure 2.32) demonstrating that germania also 

crystallizes with a rough interface, which provides a constant growth site factor,/ This 

research demonstrates that germania and silica have similar crystallization characteristics, 

suggesting that germanium is an ideal dopant for studying segregation during the 

crystallization of silica. 
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Figure 2.32 Reduced growth rate of Ge02. 

2.4.2 Silica Doped with Germanium 

Germanium was selected as the dopant material for this research of the non-

equilibrium segregation of silica. Germanium was chosen because it is similar to silicon, 

can substitute for silicon in the silica matrix, and exhibits the same crystalline behavior as 

silica. It can be inferred from the characteristics of germanium that the dopant should not 

interfere with the crystallization process, or diffuse too quickly in the silica matrix to 

measure the segregation effect. 
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2.4J Germanium Precipitates in Silica 

Germanium precipitates in silica have been used extensively to study the optical 

properties resulting from quantum confinement Quantum dots of germanium in silica are 

very small semiconductor particles in an insulating matrix. Germanium nanoclusters in 

silica produce a photoluminescence peak at 580 nm, figure 2.34. Germania nanoclusters 

are produced by depositing a thin film of silica on a silicon substrate with the germanium 

either ion implanted^-, co-deposited with the silica®^- ^5 electron beam evaporated®^-

precipitated from solution®®, or oxidized in a wet atmosphere with silicon germanium 

alloy as the starting material®^. The literature indicates that the techniques used for 

fabrication determine cluster size and quantity. The germanium doped silica is annealed in 

a vacuum or reducing atmosphere at temperatures less than lOOOoC in order to leave the 

germanium in a reduced state in the silica matrix Clusters have been produced ranging in 

size from 4 nm to 8 nm. In general particle size increases with temperature and anneal 

time, figure 2.35®^. Larger particles, above 300A, produce a more dramatic 

photoluminescence spectrum®^. Even though the clusters are produced by germanium 

diffusing through silica, the diffusion rate of germanium has never been evaluated. The 

current literature instead focuses on processing methods to produce the desired 

photoluminescence spectrum. 
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Figure 2.33 Photoluminescence from germanium clusters in silica®^ 
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Figure 2.34 Average particle size as a function of time at a temperature. The size of the 
particles was calculated from the Raman spectra peak intensity^^. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In this chapter the experimental procedures used to evaluate the non-equilibrium 

segregation coefficient of silica glass doped with germanium are described. The discussion 

includes glass characteristics, the dopant implantation and the glass crystallization 

process. The principal analytical techniques used were Rutherford Backscattering (RBS), 

to provided information about the concentration distribution, and edge x-ray absorption 

spectroscopy (EXAS) to provide information about the environment of the germanium 

atoms. 

3.1 Silica Glass 

Silica glass was chosen for this study because it nucleates on the surface, its 

crystallization rate is difllision controlled, and it is available commercially in extremely 

pure form. The crystallization rate is an advantage because silica crystallizes, unlike 

silicon, at laboratory measurable rates for temperatures between 1200oC-1500oC^^. The 

silica glass used is General Electric 224 or GE244, obtained fi-om Future Quartz of Mesa, 

Arizona. Table 3.1 details the elemental composition as provided by General Electric^. 

The glass is sold as a rod 1 cm in diameter. The rod was cut into 3 mm thick disks, then 

each piece was cut into a half disk and flame polished prior to implantation. 
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A1 As B Ca Cd Cr Cu Fe K Li 

8 <0.002 <0.1 0.6 <0.01 <0.05 <0.03 0.2 <0.2 <0.2 

Mg Mn Na Ni P Sb Ti Zr •OH

<0.1 <0.03 <0.2 <0.1 <0.2 <0.003 1.4 0.3 IO 

Table 3.1 Typical trace element composition (parts per million by weight) provided by 
General Electric^®. 

3.2 Germanium Ion Implantation 

In order to evaluate the difTlision and non-equilibrium segregation efTects, 

germanium was ion implanted into the silica glass. The ion implantation was performed 

by Implant Sciences of Boston, Massachusetts, using an implanter similar to the one 

shown figure 3.1. All the glass samples were mounted on a silicon wafer with vacuum 

tolerant adhesive and implanted simultaneously by rastering the germanium ion beam 

across the surface. The germanium was implantated at an energy of 170 keV resulting in 

an end of range at a depth of 1200A. The total dose was 5x101^ ions/cm^, resulting in a 

maximum concentration ratio of 0.2 germanium to silicon atoms at a depth of 1200A 

(figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.1 Implantation equipment. The ions are accelerated, separated out by ionic 
species and then sent onto the target^'. 
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Figure 3.2 The as implanted germanium concentration distribution. 

3.3 Annealing Furnace 

The requirements for the annealing furnace include high temperature operation 

(1000oC-1500°C), with a stable and moderate size hot zone, and it should allow easy 

access for quick sample insertion and removal. In order to meet these requirements a 

furnace was designed and constructed (figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3 The furnace designed and built to anneal silica. 
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To achieve the desired temperatures, the furnace uses platinum wire, 0.5 mm 

diameter, as the resistive heating element. The platinum wire is wrapped around an 

alumina tube, 1.5 cm in diameter, and coated with Alumdum cement to provide a durable 

insulator. The furnace core is fiuther insulated by a combination of fiberous blanket 

insulation and 14 cm of fire brick. The furnace coil is connected to a rheostat and a 

temperature control unit. The rheostat sets the voltage provided to the controller. The 

temperature control unit consists of a Eurotherm 919 and an SCR unit Thyrister 931. 

The Eurotherm sends pulses to adjust the current to the Thyristor, based on signals from 

a thermocouple (Tj) that measures the temperature of the coil wire. A second 

thermocouple (T2) measures the temperature at the sample which is the recorded 

temperature for all experiments. The furnace temperature was periodically calibrated by 

melting powdered cobalt (Tni=1495°C). The furnace temperature profile with respect to 

distance from the open end of the furnace is presented in figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 Temperature distribution in the furnace, measured from the open tube edge. 

A sample holder, figure 3.5, is used to insert the sample into the furnace. The 

holder consists of an alumina base with three rectangular boxes of platinum foil secured 

and encased in Alumdum. The sample holder is pushed into the hot zone with an alumina 

tube and retrieved with tweezers by pulling on a platinum wire tail. The sample holder is 

preheated before each experiment for 15 minutes, to reduce the possibility of temperature 

gradients. The glass sample sits in the platinum boat on edge to reduce surface 

contamination. 
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Figure 3.5 Sample holder designed for this research. 

3.4 CrystallizatioD Procedure 

In experiments at temperatures greater than 1300°C or for extended annealing 

times^*^, silica glass nucleates on the surface and then crystallizes inward. When the 

experiments involve lower temperatures (less than 1300°C) or short annealing times, the 

surface nucleation is non uniform (figure 3.6). One solution to this problem, used by 

Ainslie et. and Wj^staff is to soak the glass in water for 24 hours prior to 

crystallization to promote uniform surface nucleation. Since the samples contain 
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germanium, which is leached by water, the pre-soaking method is not suitable. During the 

course of the work it was noted that marking the backside of the glass sample with a 

water based marker, to identify the implanted face, resulted in nucleation of crystals in 

the marked area. A procedure was therefore established to promote nucleation in which 

the face to be crystallized was coated with ink prior to crystallization. The result was a 

dramatic increase in the nucleation rate (figure 3.7). RBS data did not indicate an increase 

in impurities or contamination. 

Figure 3.6 Image of an unseeded sample which resulted in non uniform nucleation. The 

sample was annealed at ISOQOC for 30 minutes. 
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Figure 3.7 Image of a seeded sample where the ink marker seeding technique was used on 

half of the surface. The sample was amiealed at I300OC for 30 minutes. 

3.5 Glass Analyses 

Determination of the diffusion coefficient and of the non-equilibrium segregation 

coefficient requires data of the dopant concentration versus depth. The most suitable 

technique for this measurement is Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) since it has resolution 

of 10'5 atoms/cm-, requires limited sample preparation, and is non-destructive. One 

potential problem with RBS is the inability to distinguish whether the germanium ions are 

forming clusters^-. To evaluate potential presence of clusters, a variety of techniques 

were used including x-ray diHiaction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 

Raman, fluorescence, and edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy (EXAS). Of all these 
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techniques only EXAS provided definitive information regarding cluster formation. The 

theoretical basis, experimental methods, and data analysis of RBS and EXAS are 

discussed in the following sections. 

3.5.1 Rutherford Backscattering 

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) uses a collimated beam of 

monoenergetic alpha particles that impinge on a target. The particles, through matrix 

collisions and interactions, scatter and lose energy. The energy spectrum of the scattered 

particles provides information on atomic composition, concentration and depth. RBS has 

the advantage over other techniques, such as secondary ion mass spectroscopy, in that it 

does not destroy the sample in order to obtain information. In this section, the 

equipment used, the theoretical basis and data analysis necessary to utilize the RBS 

spectra are discussed. 

Rutherford backscattering (RBS) has evolved fi-om the early studies of Geiger and 

Marsden working for Rutherford in 1913^^ A beam of monoenergetic alpha particles, 

'*He, is collimated then impinged on a target. In the original 1913 experiments, which led 

to the discovery of the atomic nucleus, the source of alpha particles was a radioactive 

source (Ra). In the work reported here, the alpha particle beam is generated by a Van de 
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Graaff accelerator. The beam is accelerated and then bent through a series of magnets that 

filter out particles of an undesirable energy resulting in a monoenergetic beam. The beam 

then goes through another series of magnets and slits to colliminate it. The collimated 

beam enters a sample chamber where it impinges on the sample. The energy of the back-

scattered particles is measured by a detector at a scattering angle of 170°. The detector 

used is a solid state silicon detector. The impinging helium particles generate electron-

hole pairs, resulting in a measurable current. This current depends on the ion energy and 

is processed by a multichannel analyzer. The analyzer subdivides the analog signal 

magnitude into a series of increments. Each increment is assigned a number, referred to as 

the channel number. The number of events or counts in each channel then provides the 

energy distribution. 

A typical RBS spectrum for silica implanted with germanium is illustrated in 

figure 3.8. There is one peak in evidence on the spectrum: the germanium peak which is 

located at around channel number 800. The spectrum in figure 3.8 also shows two edges; 

the silicon edge at channel number 600 and the oxygen edge at channel number 350. The 

depth (A) of a germanium atom from which the alpha particle scatters can be related to its 

energy loss and the width of the germanium peak provides a direct measurement of the 

spatial distribution of gennanium in the silica matrix. 
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Figure 3.8 An RBS spectrum of an energy (channel number) spectrum of 2000 MeV ^He 
scattered at an angle of 170° from a Si02 sample which was implanted with 

5x10'^ germanium atoms/cm^ at an energy of 170KeV. 

The samples used in this research are 3 nun thick, thus only back scattered alpha 

particles can be measured. Because of the enormous coulombic forces, the scattering of an 

alpha particle by a matrix atom is essentially an elastic collision. The energy lost by the 

alpha particle during a collision depends on the mass of the atom involved. This energy 

loss is expressed as a ratio of the energy before the collision, to the energy after the 

collision and is referred to as the kinematic factor (K). To analyze the depth distribution 

of germanium consider figure 3.9 and the energy loss of an ion with an incoming energy of 

Eq. After scattering from a germanium atom at a depth x in the silica matrix, the ion has 
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an exit energy of Ej and after scattering from the germanium atom at a depth x+Ax, it has 

exit energy £2-

Figure 3.9 The incident and exit energy relations for alpha particles projected by the RBS 

To evaluate the spectrum in terms of depth it is simplest to determine the depth 

Ax which corresponds to the energy range of one channel, which for this case is 2KeV per 

channel. Therefore upon setting E1-E2 equal to 2KeV, figure 3.9, then Ax corresponds to 

one channel of the backscattering spectrum. The energy loss, as diagrammed in figure 3.9, 

is given by: 

X .Ax 

E, 

SiOj Ge SiOj 

equipment^^. 

3.1 



where iJE 
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.r is the energy lost by an alpha particle with initial energy Eq after 

traveling a distance x in silica. Similarly £? is defined as: 

where K is the ratio of the energies of the alpha particles after and before the scattering 

collision. Subtracting 3.2 from 3.1 gives the difference in the energy E1-E2 

£ , - £ 2  .i£. .£. ,£. W 
[ d x E ,  d x  E ^ j  I ,  d x  d x  E , j  

Solving for Ax'. 

\ d x E ^  d x E i .  A.r =— = 

.as. 
V dx Eq dx £, 

(dE dE \ 
The term 1— -— Uis negligible for 2 keV per channel, so Ax for one channel 

\dx E2 dx E^ J 

width is: 

2000e'V^ 3.5 

TZ~7Z~ 
dxEo dx E2 

The K value for'^He scattered from germanium is 0.8033 and the incident beam energy is 

dE dE 
£^=2000 keV. The program SRJM provides — and — based on the density of 

dxE^ dx 
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the matrix, which for the Si02 is 2.65 g/cm^. The value for silica was used since the alpha 

particles are slowed primarily by SiC^; the effect of the germanium was neglected. The 

ciE dE 
results are —— = 30.99eV I Aand — 34.2eV I A. Inserting these values into 

dx Eq dx £, 

equation 3.6 results in: 

33.M 3.6 
(0.8033) *(30.99)+ 34.2 

This is the distance increment per channel at the interface. To examine how 4x changes 

with depth, the conditions for channel 650 (representing a depth from the surface of 

about 5000 A in the Si02 matrix) were inserted into equation 3.3. For this case, £2=1280 

dE 
keV and — = 36.6eV I A, resulting in Ar=32.52A which is not too different from the 

dx 

value at the surface. 

The depth of the germanium scatterer at a particular channel number is calculated 

from the energy £7, figure 3.9: 

E 2 ' K E o-j<\K— + — 
V dxE„ dxE^J 

Rearranging this equation in terms of x provides the depth as a function of energy of the 

detected scattered particle, £2-
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^ 3.8 
dE K— + 

dx Eo El 

So for a channel number of 750 the corresponding depth of a germanium scatterer is 

1 480A. Scattering from a germanium atom on the surface occurs at channel number 813. 

The concentration distribution of germanium atoms in the sample is derived from 

the number of alpha particles of a particular energy. The number of events in a channel is 

proportional to the density of the scattering atoms contributing to that channel. The 

number of counts per channel. A, is given by: 

= oQg(yvr) 3.9 

where a is the scattering cross section of the species, Q is the detector solid angle, Q is 

the incident beam dose and Nt is the areal density of scatterers in the sample contributing 

to the channel count. The variables Q and Q are established by the experimental 

parameters, but the scattering cross section, o, depends on the energy of the alpha 

particle. 

To determine the Nt, as a function of channel number, a computer program, 

PCALC, was used. This program takes into account the change in the scattering cross 

section, o, a function of energy, which changes with depth into the sample as the change 

in alpha particle energy with depth into the sample, and includes the solid angle of the 
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detector, Q. The value of Nt in the table is the areal density of scatterers that will result 

in 100 counts in a channel for a beam dose of 1 ^C. 

Energy (KeV) Channel 
Number 

iV/ (101' atoms/cm^) 

1800 618 12.4 

1850 667 13.1 

1900 715 13.82 

1950 765 14.55 

2000 814 15.31 

Table 3.2 The relationship between channel number and M of germanium atoms per 
channel assuming 100 counts/channel and 1 beam dose. 

By graphing the data in table 3.2, figure 3.10, and performing a linear fit the relationship 

between the channel number and Nt is: 

/Vr = 0.0148*C/iart/ie/ Number+3.22. 3.10 
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Channel Number 

Figure 3.10 The graph of channel number versus Nt, which provides the relationship in 
equation 3.12. 

The density of the scattering atoms which are contributing to the channel count is 

obtained by multiplying the value of Nt from table 3.2 by channel count divided by 100, 

then dividing by Ax, the thickness of the sample which corresponds to one channel width. 

and dividing by the beam dose Q in |iC 

Nt A 3.11 
A.r e-lOO 

Ax is the thickness for one channel as given by equation 3.5, which assumes that the 

majority of the interactions are with silicon and oxygen atoms. Since the Ax is determined 
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by the material properties of the matrix, then the density of scatterers is expressed as a 

ratio of germanium to silicon atoms: 

 ̂ Nsis. 3.12 
Si ' Nsi 

where is the number of silicon atoms per unit volume in SiC)2 2.65x10^2 

atoms/cm^) and is the number of germanium atoms per unit volume. 

Since both diffusion and non-equilibrium segregation were studied, the analysis 

was an evaluation of how the germanium peak in the RBS spectra changed with annealing 

conditions. In order to compare germanium peaks it is vital that the spectra be 

standardized. A variety of conditions, including carbon coating thickness and the beam 

conditions, can cause the spectrum to shift relative to the channel number. 

Standardization was established from the channel number where the germanium peak 

would be located if the germanium scatterer was on the surface of the glass. The channel 

number corresponding to the silicon edge was used as a standard. The surface of the glass 

contains silicon and oxygen atoms, therefore this edge is due to atoms on the surface 

regardless of any other factors. Therefore lining up the silicon edges such as those shown 

in figure 3.11, performs standardization between samples. The surface of the sample is 

determined based on the mid-slope of the silicon edge. If germanium was on the surface 

of the sample the difference between the germanium and silicon peaks is 240 chaiuiels, 

therefore adding 240 to the silicon edge mid-point channel number provides the surface 
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with respect to the germanium peak. Once the surface has been determined the 

calculation of Nt and Ax is performed resulting in the ratio of the concentration of 

gemianium to silicon versus distance (figure 3.12). 
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Figure 3.11 RBS spectrum showing the silicon edge of two different samples. The mid
point of this edge was used to locate the surface of the sample relative to the 
germanium peak. 
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Figure 3.12 RBS spectrum of the as implanted germanium peak. The data outside of the 
surface are due to instrumental broadening. 

3.5.2 Edge X-ray Absorption Spectrometry 

Since there is evidence for the formation of germanium clusters within a silica 

matrix (section 2.4.2), it is vital for this work to determine whether the germanium is 

clustering or if the germanium is being incorporated into the glass matrix. Edge x-ray 

absorption spectrometry (EXAS) is a technique that provides accurate information about 

an atom's nearest neighbors without requiring long range structural order, which is 

% 

% 
« 
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important when working with a glass. EXAS is necessaiy because RBS produces the 

same spectrum if the dopant atoms are isolated or clustering in the matrix^^ exaS can 

provide information about the local environment of a given species by examining the 

quasi-periodic modulation of the x-ray absorption coefficient above the x-ray edge. By 

determining the environment of the germanium ions, the presence of germanium clusters 

can be evaluated. This section discusses, the atomic interactions, the experimental set-up 

and the analysis program used to evaluate EXAS spectrum. 

EXAS data are generated by incoming x-rays tuned to the energy of the electrons 

in the s-shell of the element to be analyzed. When an s electron is dislodged it results in a 

cascade of higher order electrons. As the electrons decay they emit photons that interact 

with surrounding atoms. There is both destructive and constructive photon interference, 

resulting in a spectrum as shown in figure 3.13. The spectrum provides information 

about frequency (direct information about the distance between atoms), phase shift (the 

type of atom), and amplitude (the number of atoms) of the emitted photon. This research 

focused on the frequency which provides information about the atomic distance between 

the germanium and its nearest neighbors. 
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Figure 3.13 Raw x-ray edge spectrum of germania. 

In EXAS the incident x-ray photons have energy on the order of 10^ eV and thus a 

wavelength on the order of angstroms. The x-ray beam is produced by the energy lost by 

electrons in a linear accelerator. As electrons go around a ring, held at an energy of 3 GeV, 

they radiate thus providing photons of the desired energy and sufficient flux to facilitate 

measurement. The EXAS facility used for this research is located at the Stanford Linear 

Accelerator Center (SLAC). The x-rays generated by the accelerator are sent through a 

monochrometer to tune the incoming x-ray energy to the appropriate excitation energy of 

the s-electrons. The x-rays then go through a series of slits to collimate the beam. The 
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incoming beam intensity is then measured by a detector to monitor beam stability. The 

beam passes through this first detector to the sample. A Lytle detector, which measures 

fluorescent x-rays from the sample, was used because of the low concentration of 

germanium. The Lytle dectector is positioned at a 45° angle with respect to the first 

element a filter, gallium in this case, which filters out all extraneous signals. The signal 

then enters a series of silts for fiirther filtering and collimating until it reaches the 

ionization chamber, figure 3.14. The resulting data is in the form of intensity versus 

energy. 
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Figure 3.14 Lytle detector diagram^"*. 
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The raw x-ray spectrum is Fourier transformed for analysis. In this work, a 

software package called XAFSPAC was used. The basic procedure involves the 

following steps: 

1. Subtract the pre-edge absorbance from the raw spectrum in order to eliminate the 

contribution from other atoms. 

2. Fit a smooth curve, a quartic spline in this case, to the data to define and isolate 

the modulations above the edge. 

3. Convert the spectrum into k (wave vector) -space and multiply the data by a 

weighting function, typically k^, in order to emphasize the oscillations. 

4. Fourier transform the k^-weighted XAFS data, which yields a radial distribution 

function of electron density around the absorbing atom. 

Radial distribution spectra for germanium surrounded by the possible components of this 

system, germanium, silicon, and oxygen are available in the literature. Comparison of the 

data with these spectra provides the desired nearest neighbor information. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter experimental results for the diffusion coefficient, crystallization 

rate and the segregation coefficient of germanium in silica are presented and discussed. 

Since ion implanted germanium in silica has been used to produce and study nano-

clusters, the first section is devoted to evaluating the presence of clusters. This topic is 

important because the validity of the remaining data is dependent on the germanium 

integrating into the glass matrix. Data obtained for the crystallization of silica are then 

presented and compared to the data in the literature. The next section reports the 

diffusion measurements based on Rutherford Backscattered (RBS) spectra and includes a 

discussion of the curve fitting method used to evaluate the diffusion coefficient. The final 

section presents and evaluates data for the segregation coefficient of germania in silica. 

4.1 Hunt for Clusters 

A potential problem for this work is the germanium clustering in the silica instead 

of integrating into the matrix. RBS spectra of the samples provide the concentration with 

respect to distance, but do not reveal whether the germanium atoms are isolated in the 

matrix or are fomiing clusters. Since there is extensive literature dealing with germanium 

clusters forming in silica, it was necessary to determine whether clusters are present in the 
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glass. In the literature germanium clusters were produced by annealing silica doped with 

germanium on a silicon substrate in an inert or reducing atmosphere. In an attempt to 

produce germanium clusters, silica samples, ion implanted witli germanium, were annealed 

in Argon for 30 minutes at 800oC®^. For comparison, samples were also annealed in air 

under the same conditions. 

4.1.1 Results 

The methods used to determine whether the germanium was clustering included 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), fluorescence spectrometry, Raman 

spectrometry, x-ray diffraction, and edge x-ray absorption spectrometry (EXAS). 

TEM was done for comparison with images presented in the literature 

characterizing germanium clusters. Germanium clusters were not found using TEM in 

either the argon or air annealed samples. Although this result suggested the absence of 

clusters it was not viewed as being definitive since the sample preparation was difTicult 

because the samples were brittle. It was therefore impossible to determine if this result 

confirmed the lack of germanium clusters or if the sample preparation invalidated the 

evaluation. 
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Fluorescence spectrometry is used in the literature to characterize germanium 

clusters. The gemianium clusters exhibit a pronounced photoluminescence ranging from 

500 nm to 700 nm with a peak at 570 nm®'*. 
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Figure 4.1 Fluorescence spectra of silica implanted with germanium annealed at a variety 
of conditions. 
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The fluorescence peak, shown in figure 4.1, from germanium clusters is not 

evident in these samples. Instead, the spectra of the annealed samples appear identical to 

the pure material. This technique also suggests the absence of clusters. 
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Figure 4.2 Raman spectra of silica implanted with germanium annealed at a variety of 
conditions. 

Raman spectroscopy was also used to evaluate the possible presence of 

germanium clusters. As in the fluorescence spectra, there is no difference between the 

pure glass spectrum compared with the glass implanted with germanium. Therefore the 

Raman spectra also provide a negative result (figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.3 X-ray diffraction of silica implanted with germanium and annealed in air and 
argon. 
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In the literature the TEM imaging of germanium clusters shows that the clusters 

are crystalline, therefore X-ray diffraction was used to evaluate the possible presence of 

crystalline clusters. The difference between the two spectra, in figure 4.3, is a narrow 

peak at 11° present in the sample annealed in argon. This peak is tentatively identified as 

GeOi. Germanium would result in a peak at 32°. This data suggests the absence of 

germanium clusters, but is not definitive. 

Edge x-ray absorption spectrometry (EXAS) provided significant information 

regarding clusters. The facility used for the analysis was the Stanford Linear Accelerator 

Center (SLAC). The x-ray fluorescence spectra were obtained with a Lytle detector^'*. 

Since the samples are silica doped with germanium there are three possible nearest atomic 

neighbors for the germanium; germanium, silicon and oxygen. Spectra and bond lengths 

for all three of these combinations have been reported in the literature, table 4.1. 

Elements Bond Length (A)  Reference 

Ge-O glass 1.232 95 

Ge-O crystal 1.238 95 

Ge-Si 2.378 96 

Ge-Ge 2.404 97 

Table 4.1 Bond length of nearest neighbors for germanium in silica. 
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Observed spectra are presented in Figure 4.4-4.7. The as implanted spectrum is 

dominated by the Ge-Ge bond peak with the possibility of a Ge-Si bond at R=2.2A, the 

difference of 0.2A is within the error of the measured values, with a substantially smaller 

Ge-O peak at R= 1.1 A (figure 4.4). The sample annealed in aigon, (figure 4.5) also has a 

prominent Ge-Ge peak, but there is an increase in the Ge-0 peak. For the sample 

annealed in air sample, figure 4.6, the Ge-O is higher and the Ge-Ge peak is smaller (figure 

4.6). Finally the spectrum shown in figure 4.7, clearly indicates only Ge-O present with 

the Ge-Ge peak in the noise. This spectrum was annealed in the manner which was used 

to obtain the diffusion and segregation coefficient in this work. 
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Figure 4.4 EXAS of germanium in silica as received from the implanter. This sample is 
referred to as the as implanted sample. 
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Figure 4.5 EXAS of the silica implanted with gemianium annealed at SOQOC for 30 
minutes in an argon atmosphere. 
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Figure 4.6 EXAS data of silica implanted with germanium annealed in air at SCQOC for 30 
minutes. 
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Figure 4.7 EXAS data of silica implanted with germanium annealed with the procedure 
used for all diffusion and segregation coefficient analyses. 

4.1.2 Discussion of Cluster Results 

The data on the presence of clusters produced by TEM, fluorescence, XRD, and 

Raman was inconclusive. EXAS provided direct information about the atomic neighbors 

of germanium in the samples. The EXAS spectra show that Ge-Ge, or Ge-Si, bonds 

dominate the as implanted sample. During the annealing process, oxidation of the 

germanium occurs. There is a slight increase in the number of Ge-O bonds in the argon 

treated sample, figure 4.5, and a substantial increase in the number of Ge-O bonds for the 

sample treated in air, figure 4.6. The sample prepared for diffusion analysis, figure 4.7, 

clearly indicates that Ge-O bonds dominate, implying that the germanium in this sample 
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is completely oxidized. There is no evidence of germanium clusters in the sample as 

indicated by the size of the Ge-Ge peak. The EXAS data indicate that germanium 

clusters are not present in the samples used for this work. 

An important difference between this work and the quantum dot research 

discussed in section 2.4.3 is that the silica doped with germanium is in the form of a layer 

deposited on silicon which is annealed in an inert atmosphere. Silicon has a higher oxygen 

affmity than germanium, which can be seen through examination of the reduction process. 

The reduction equation for silica is: 

SiOi+AH* +Ae~ * *Si+2H20 

with the reduction potential of -0.84eV. The reduction equation for germanium is: 

HiGeOi + 4A/"" + Ae~ * • Ge + 3//2O ^.2 

with a reduction potential of -0.13eV. In addition, the use of a neutral or reducing 

atmosphere is likely to reduce oxidation of germanium, causing the germanium atoms to 

cluster. The samples used in this work have a buried layer of implanted germanium in 

silica, but without a silicon substrate present. In addition, since the annealing is done in 

air, there is an abundance of oxygen, unlike the quantum dot work, where the goal is to 

promote germanium clustering. 
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4.2 Crystallization 

In this section experimental results for the growth of pure silica, seeded silica and 

doped silica glass are reported. The growth rate of pure silica was examined in order to 

evaluate and compare the present results with data in the literature. A novel technique for 

seeding crystallization is reported. Once the baseline for silica growth was established, 

the effects of doping and seeding were studied. 

4.2.1 Crystallization of Pure Silica Results and Discussion 

Studies of the crystallization of silica have been reported in the literature, by 

Ainslie et. and Wagstaff^'. They reported that crystallization rates for glasses 

depended on the details of the experimental system; therefore crystallization studies of 

pure material were performed for comparison with the literature data. The procedure 

reported in the literature for seeding involves lightly scratching the surface with diamond 

paste and then annealing the glass. 

The annealing process produces nucleation at the surface and growth proceeds 

into the interior of the glass, figure 4.8. The dark lines perpendicular to the surface in 

figure 4.8 are the result of cracking because the crystal has a smaller molar volume than 

the glass and the corresponding stresses initiate and propagate fractures. 
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Surface 

Figure 4.8 Growth of the crystal from the surface into the interior of the glass. 

The crystallized glass was sectioned, mounted in epoxy and polished in order to 

obtain the picture in figure 4.8. The crystal thickness was measured with an optical 

microscope. The growth rate was then determined by the slope of the crystal thickness 

versus anneal time, figure 4.9. The growth rate was evaluated for various temperatures as 

presented in figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.9 Growth rate calculated from the crystal thicicness, measured with an optical 
microscope, and anneal time. 
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Figure 4.10 Growth rate versus temperature of pure silica. 
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The data, figure 4.10, are compared with the data of Wagstaf!^- and Ainsiie et. 

alJ^ in figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 Graph of the growth rate versus temperature for pure silica comparing the 
current work with Wagstaff^^ and Ainsiie et. alP^. 

It is evident from figure 4.11 that the growth rates measured in this work are 

comparable to the reported crystallization rates of both Ainsiie et. al.^^ and WagstafT^^ 

low temperatures. The divergence at high temperatures can be explained by the fact that 

WagstafT^2 measured the growth rate of internally seeded crystals, where as Ainsiie et. 
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examined crystallization which initiated at the surface. This work also examined 

crystallization initiating on the surface, therefore it is not surprising that the presented 

results are closer to Ainslie et.alP^ than to Wagstaff^-. 

Since the growth rate is determined by dividing the crystal thickness by the 

annealing time, the nucleation time is not separated out. This nucleation or lag time 

reduces the calculated growth rate. To properly assess the growth rate it is necessary to 

seed the sample in order to reduce the nucleation time. 

In the literature the seeding technique involved a gentle scratching of the 

surface^® Comparing the unseeded sample, figure 4.12, and the scratched sample, figure 

4.13, abrading the surface does not increase the nucleation rate. The seeding technique 

used for this work involved applying a layer of water-based ink to the surface of the 

sample. The result was a dramatic decrease in the sample nucleation time as 

demonstrated by figure 4.14. In figure 4.11 the black spots are spontaneous nucleation 

sites, while the seeded sample (figure 4.14) for the same annealing condition, clearly 

shows crystal grains. 



Figure 4.12 Unseeded surface annealed at 1350"C for 6 minutes. 

Figure 4.13 Sample where the surface is scratched then annealed at 1350oC for 6 
minutes. 
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mmm 

Figure 4.14 Seeded surface annealed at 1350oC for 6 minutes. 

The growth rate of seeded samples, those treated with water base ink, compared 

to unseeded samples is shown in figure 4.15. This offset is due to the reduced time 

required for surface nucleation. The seeded growth rates are actually faster than the 

internal crystallization rates reported by Wagstaff figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.15 Growth rate versus temperature for seeded and unseeded samples of pure 
silica. 
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of growth rates for seeded, unseeded and literature samples. 
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Using water-based ink for seeding raises concerns of possible contamination. No 

contamination was observed using the x-ray emission (PIXE) detector that is attached to 

the RBS. The only change observed in the RBS spectra was a slight increase in the 

amount of carbon present in the sample. The carbon probably results from the brief 

ignition which was observed as the seeded sample was inserted into the pre-heated 

sample holder. This fuses carbon from the ink into the glass surface which would 

provide the multiple nucleation sites. 

4.2.2 Crystailization of Silica Glass Doped with Germanium 

The effect of germanium ions on the crystallization rate of silica is reported in this 

section. The ion implanted samples were pre-treated, seeded and annealed. The resulting 

crystallization rate, figure 4.17, did not change due to the presence of germanium. The 

difference between the doped and the pure sample is within experimental error. 
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Figure 4.17 Comparison of crystallization rates for seeded and unseeded pure material 
and for seeded germanium doped material. 

4.2.3 Summary 

Results are presented in this section for the crystallization rates of silica. 

Crystallization rates were measured for pure silica and for silica implanted with 

germanium. The crystallization rates for the pure material agree well with the literature 

data. The seeding technique discussed in the text does not introduce impurities as 

determined by PIXE and decreases the nucleation time. The crystallization rate of seeded 

silica implanted with germanium matches that of pure silica within the experimental 

error. 
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43 Diffusion 

The distribution of the dopant component resulting from crystallization, as 

discussed in section 2.1, depends on both diffusion and on the segregation at the 

crystallization front. This section presents the experimental results for the diffusion of 

germanium in silica. Since the distribution of germanium after annealing was found to 

differ from what is predicted by standard diffusion, experiments were performed to 

explore the unusual results. In order to achieve simple diffusion profile, vital to the 

determination of the segregation coefficient, a pre-treatment process was developed. The 

diffusion coefficients derived from pretreated samples are presented. 

4.3.1 As Implanted Glass Diffusion - Results 

To determine the diffusion coefficient of germanium in silica, the implanted glass 

samples as received from Implant Sciences were annealed in air for a variety of times at 

various temperatures. A typical resultant distribution is shown in figure 4.18. The first 

point to notice is that germanium is being lost from the sample. The concentration of 

germanium at the surface is zero, implying that germanium is evaporating (presumably as 

germanium oxide molecules) as rapidly as it can diffuse to the surface. Figure 4.18 also 

shows a shift of the germanium peak towards the surface. As discussed in section 3.5.1, 
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the positions of the profiles were determined by aligning the silicon edges of the RBS 

spectra, thereby standardizing the samples. 
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Figure 4.18 The as implanted spectrum and the annealed spectrum clearly exhibiting a 
shift toward the surface. 
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43.2 As Implanted Glass Diffusion - Discussion 

It is evident from the annealed spectrum in Figure 4.18 the motion of germanium is 

not following standard diffusion. Diffusion alone would result in decay of the as 

implanted peak described by the diffusion equation; 

ct  ̂<?'c 4.3 
. 

dt dx' 

where c is the concentration, t is the time, x is the distance and D is the diffusion 

coefficient. The material leaving the surface can be modeled simply by applying the 

boundary condition of zero concentration at the surface (x=0). In the literature the 

phenomenon of material moving toward the surface is referred to as "out diflfusion'"*^. 

For normal diffusion, the peak in the concentration should shift deeper into the glass 

because of the loss of the germanium from the surface, and the width of the distribution 

increases as the germanium diffuses in the sample. From Figure 4.18 it is also evident that 

the germanium is being driven toward the surface. 

The origin of this driving force has not been resolved in a definitive manner, but it 

is suggested that the implanted ions retain a residual charge that creates an electric field 

between the germanium and the surface. Experimental data, presented in the next section, 

taken while an electric field was imposed on the sample during the annealing process, 

support this hypothesis. 
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4JJ Diffusion in an Electric Field 

As suggested in section 4.3.2. a possible explanation of the dopant concentration 

shift toward the surface is from the implanted germanium ions retaining a positive charge. 

Charged ions will create an electric field and also move in response. 

An experiment was conducted using an annealing time and temperature which 

would not measurably affect the as implanted distribution unless it was in an electric 

field. The selected anneal conditions were 850°C for 40 hours. As can be seen in figure 

4.19, these annealing conditions alone do not significantly affect the distribution. 

A sample was inserted between electrodes with the negative electrode on the 

implantation face, and was subjected to the same annealing condition, for 40 hours, 

with an applied DC voltage of 40 V. The result was a shift in the germanium towards the 

surface, as shown in figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19 RBS spectra demonstrating the result of applying an electric field. These 
spectra were standardized by aligning the silicon edge. 

The concentration peak shift only occurred when the sample is in an electric field. 

In addition the peak shift was influenced by the annealing time in the electric field as 

demonstrated in figure 4.20. The longer the sample was annealed in an electric field the 

more the germanium ions were driven toward the surface. 
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Figure 4.20 Germanium spectrum for different time exposures to the electric field. 

4.3.4 Discussion of Germanium Diffusion in an Electric Field 

It is evident from figure 4.20 that the implanted germanium ions are influenced by 

an electric field, suggesting that some of the ions retain their charge. The samples were 

implanted a year before these experiments were performed, seemingly enough time for the 
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charge to dissipate, but insulator materials are known to retain charged particles for 

extended periods of time. 

In light of the electric field experiments the unusual diffusion exhibited by the as 

implanted samples can be analyzed in terms of an additional driving force. Since the 

standard diffusion equation is not sufficient, it is necessary to introduce a drift 

component to the germanium motion. The diffusion of ions towards the surface is 

diagram in figure 4.2 i. 

Surface J out J in 

dx 

Germanium 
Implantation 
Layer 

Figure 4.21 Basic diagram of the motion of ions towards the surface. 
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Using Pick's first law the flux of atoms is described as 

J '/ " o \dx) 

dc 
where D is the diffusion coefficient and — is the concentration gradient. In the presence 

dx 

of an electric field a drift term is added to the diffusion flux and so that the positive ions 

go to the cathode. The total flux becomes 

, 4.5 J = -qfiCE - D— 
dx 

where q is the charge, ^ is the mobility, C is the concentration of ions, and E is the electric 

field. The mobility, is related to the diffusion coefficient by the Einstein relationship; 

_ 4.6 

^ ksT 

where kg is Boltzman constant and T is the temperature. Substituting the mobility into 

the flux equation results in: 

y « — u'—. 
kgT dx 

Conserving the number of ions therefore provides the equation of motion including the 

drift component; 

± (?OE\dC\ ̂  4.8 

dt kgT 
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In order to analyze the data, this was converted to a finite difference equation which was 

solved numerically: 

c{i,j + 1) = c{ij) + + 1,7) -2c(/,y) + c{i- ty)] •>- f (c(t + Ly) -c{ij)). 
VAjc"/ kgTAx 

Performing a curve fit to the RBS spectra using equation 4.9, assuming the electric field £ 

is constant, resulted in a reasonable approximation of the shifted germanium peak, figure 

4.22. 
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Figure 4.22 RBS spectra of the annealed sample with a fitted curve using equation 4.10. 
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By performing a curve fit of equation 4.10 to the raw data values presented in Table 4.2 

were obtained. 

Temperature (°C) Anneal Time D (cm^/sec) Eq^D 

hgT 

1400 2 minutes 6x10-14 lxlO-3 

1350 10 minutes 1x10-13 5x10-3 

1300 30 minutes 2x10-14 1x10-4 

1250 30 minutes 2x10-14 1x10-5 

Table 4.2 List of the output from the curve fitting with the electric field component 
included. 

Table 4.2 presents the value of the two parameters D and — , the effective 
kgTdkX 

drift term. The latter decreases markedly with annealing time. As a result, after a period 

of time the concentration peak stops shifting and the germanium atom motion follows 

standard diffusion. The system during this time may have many different components 

interacting, including oxygen and/or electrons difftising in from the surface. Data in the 

literature suggest that both oxygen and electrons diffuse into silica at similar rates. 

Therefore it will be very difficult to isolate how both the charge and electric field decay 

thereby establishing the factors influencing the atom motion. 
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It is clear that all of the implanted ions do not retain their charge, since that would 

result in a ridiculously high field. So there is no simple way to estimate the size of the 

field. The field is also not likely to be uniform, but we have assumed that it can be 

characterized by a single constant. This assumption permits modeling of the major 

aspects of the atom motion. The fact that the electric field effects are not understood at 

this time does not bear on the results of this work relating to diffusion and segregation 

because the electric field effect can be eliminated with pretreatment. 

4.3.5 Results of Glass Pretreatment to Eliminate the Electric Field 

In order to have standard diffusion it is necessary to eliminate the drift effect. 

Some of the techniques attempted include applying a current, using a Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) to insert electrons into the sample, and annealing in an oxygen 

atmosphere at low temperatures. None of these techniques eliminated the drift 

component. 

However, it was observed that the peak shift only occurred early in the annealing 

process. After a period of time the sample exhibited standard diffusion, figure 4.23. This 

observation led to the development of an annealing pretreatment. The pretreatment is to 

anneal the sample in air at 1300oC for 30 minutes. After the pretreatment, the 
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concentration peak does not drift towards the surface. The resultant concentration 

profile, figure 4.21, is not Gaussian in shape, and although it is asymmetrical, it is 

described by the diffusion equation. Using this pretreatment method, normal diffusion 

was observed for all temperatures. It is worth noting that the diffusion coefficients 

obtained in the presence of the drift are similar to those obtained with the pre-treated 

samples. 
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Figure 4.23 Spectra of as implanted, pretreated sample, and a pretreated then diffused 
sample. 
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43.6 Diffusion Analysis of Pretreated Glass 

In this section the curve fitting technique used to analyze the RBS spectra to 

obtain the diffusion coefficient is discussed. In addition, the data for germanium diffusion 

in silica are compared to the diffusion rates of other elements. 

The RBS spectra for the pretreated samples were fitted to the equation: 

A- 4.10 — = . 

dt dx' 

The evaluations were done numerically using the fmite difference method. Equation 4.10 

can therefore be written as: 

where Ax is the change in distance as established by the RBS and At is the change in time. 

The variables / and j are integers representing the increments of distance (/) and time (/). 

Ax was set by the channel spacing of the RBS equipment and At was established to 

insure that < — or the expression diverges. Using the pretreated sample 
Sx' 2 

concentration profile as the initial condition, D can be determined by performing a curve 

fit to the data from annealed samples. Figure 4.24 is an example of such a curve fit. The 

only difference between the calculated curves is the number of iterations of equation 4.11 

in order to simulate the passage of time. 

4.11 
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Figure 4.24 The curve fit results using equation 4.11. 

The RBS spectra for a variety of temperatures were similarly fitted resulting in an 

Ahrenius plot of In D vs. 1/T, figure 4.25. 
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Figure 4.25 Ahrenius plot of the difiusion of germanium in silica. 

These data result in a diffusion coefficient for germanium in silica; 

D = 47 expl 
f 5.8x10"^^ 
1-—:::— 

cm 4.12 

Comparing the germanium diffusion to other elements in silica it is evident that 

gemianium is the closest difiusion rate to silicon. 
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Figure 4.26 Ahrenius plot of the diffusion coefficient of germanium and other elements in 
silica. 
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It is evident from the Ahrenius plot, figure 4.26, that gemianium diffusion in silica 

has a similar activation energy to silicon in silica although the absolute rate is about 100 

times faster. The similar activation energies suggest that germanium motion depends on 

the same rearrangement of the glass structure as is required for silicon motion. 

4.3.7 Diffusion of Germanium in Crystallized Silica 

During crystallization the dopant can difHise in the crystal as well as in the glass. 

In order to analyze the segregation coefficient curves it is necessary to determine the 

diffusion coefficient for germanium in crystallized silica. 

The experiments were performed by crystallizing pieces of the silica glass prior to 

implantation. The crystallized samples were then implanted with germanium at the same 

time as the glass samples. Even though they were simultaneously implanted there is a 

subtle difference in that the crystal sample implanted peak is located at 1000 A instead of 

at 1200A for the glass. The pre-crystallized samples were then annealed at temperatures 

from llOOoC to 1400OC and the resulting germanium distribution was analyzed using 

RBS. The samples demonstrated a slight curve shifting, figure 4.27, but it was not as 

prominent as in the glass samples. Germanium was found to diffuse much more slowly in 

the crystal than in the glass. 
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Figure 4.27 Spectra of the pre-crystallized standard, crystallized diffusion and glass 
diffusion for 30 minutes at a temperature of 1250oC. 

43.8 Diffusion Analysis of Crystallized Silica 

The RBS spectra for the pre-crystallized glass were analyzed in the same manner 

as discussed in section 4.3.6. The standard diffusion equation was applied and evaluated 

numerically, again by finite difference, to generate the fitted curve of figure 4.28. 
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Figure 4.28 Spectra and the curve fit using equation 4.11 of the diffusion of crystallized 
silica. 
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The spectra for a variety of temperatures were similarly fitted resulting in an 

Ahrenius plot of InD vs. 10^/T, figure 4.29. 
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Figure 4.29 Ahrenius plot of the diffusion coefficient of germanium in crystallized silica. 

The data in figure 4.29 result in a diffusion coefficient expression for germanium in 

crystallized silica of: 

„ ( 6.9.rl0'^^ cnp- 4.13 
D  = 360 expl . 

As evident from figure 4.29 germanium moves more slowly in the crystallized 

silica than in silica glass. The diffusion coefficient for this data may be greater than it 

would be for a single crystal quartz sample. As the sample cools two phenomena occur 

that directly affect the diffusion data. First as it cools, quartz goes through a 
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transformation from the alpha to the beta phase. The effect of this phase transformation 

on the motion of the atoms is not known. The second phenomenon is that the crystal 

silica has a smaller molar volume than the glass, which results in crack formation in the 

crystal. The germanium could, therefore, diffuse along the surface of these cracks and 

produce further error in the data. However, both of these effects should increase the 

diffusion rate in the crystalline phase, so the data for diffusion in the crystalline phase can 

be regarded as an upper limit. 

4.3.9 Summary 

This work found that the diffusion in silica glass of implanted germanium ions has 

two distinct regions. The first region involves diffusion coupled with a shift of the 

concentration peak towards the surface. This phenomenon can be modeled by including 

an electric field drift component in the equation for atom motion. The second region of 

germanium diffusion in silica involves only standard diffusion. In order to analyze only 

the diffusion of germanium in silica, the samples were pretreated to eliminate the electric 

field drift component. Although the diffusion coefficient could have been evaluated in the 

presence of a drift component, it was necessary to develop a pre-treatment which would 

eliminate the drift effect in order to evaluate more accurately the segregation due to 

crystallization. 
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4.4 Non-Equilibrium Segregation Coefficient 

The focus of this research is to evaluate the non-equilibrium segregation effects of 

germanium in silica during crystallization. The segregation coefHcient is the ratio of the 

dopant concentration in the solid to the concentration in the glass. This section presents, 

for the first time, evidence for a dependence of the segregation coefficient on the growth 

conditions at the crystal/glass interface. The segregation coefficient was evaluated by 

fitting experimental data to the appropriate equations for segregation and diffusion during 

crystallization. The effect is manifested by two peaks in the RBS spectra where the first 

peak is the remnant of the implanted profile and the second peak is from the 

concentration build up at the interface. The k-value derived from the data is then 

compared with the Jackson analytical expression for the non-equilibrium segregation 

coefficient. 

4.4.1 Results 

Two requirements are necessary to obtain data on segregation effects. First was 

to eliminate the drift component of the germanium atom motion. Pre-treating the satnple, 

so that only standard diffusion is occurring, eliminates the drift diffusion. It is necessary 

to have only normal diffusion to analyze the dopant migration since the interface motion 

also results in directional motion of the atoms. Second was a process for effective 

seeding of the crystalline phase. The sample is seeded in order to reduce the time 
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necessary for nucleation. If the nucleation time is not minimized excessive germanium 

evaporates from the sample, resulting in concentrations too low to analyze using RBS. 

When the glass sample is pretreated, seeded and annealed, a two peak RBS spectra is 

observed as shown by the data in figure 4.30. This figure also shows the initial pre

treated profile, as well as the concentration profile which results if crystallization does 

not occur during the annealing time. The first peak, at 1200A in the data from the 

crystallized sample, is from the implantation peak and the second peak, at 3600A, is the 

build up of material at the crystal/glass interface. The annealing time was controlled so 

that the glass/crystal interface was within the range of the RBS spectrum. 
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Figure 4.30 Example of the concentration profile resulting fi'om crystallization of silica. 
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In order to confirm that the second peak is due to crystallization, samples were 

annealed for different times. The second concentration peak shifts in accordance with the 

expected position of the crystallization front as shown in figure 4.31. 
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Figure 4.31 The position of the second peak depends on the annealing time. All of these 
samples were annealed at 1250oC for a variety of times. 
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4.4.2 CalculatioD of the Segregation Coefficient 

The segregation coefficient is the ratio of the concentration in the solid to the 

concentration in the liquid. In this case, the interface passes through the concentration 

distribution that is left by die pretreatment anneal. It is necessary to use a finite 

difference method to evaluate the segregation effects during crystallization. The process 

has three parts: diffusion in the crystal, difhision in the glass, and the dopant 

redistribution at the interface. The one dimensional diffusion equation can be written as a 

finite difference expression: 

J c j i  +  1, j ) - 2 c { i j )  +  c ( i  - 1,7)\  c j i j l) - c j i , / )  4.14 

I M 

where D  is diffusion, c  is concentration, x  is distance and t  is the time. This is the same 

equation as presented in section 4.3. Equation 4.14 describes diffusion in both the glass 

and the crystal with the appropriate diffusion coefficients. The crystallization process 

pushes material in front of the interface as given by the segregation coefficient (k), so the 

concentration in the crystal is given by; 

c i i , j  +  l ) = k * c { i , j ) .  4.15 

The material rejected by the growing crystal into the glass is given by: 

c(/+ l,y + l)=(l-^)*c(t,y) + c(/+ l,y) 4.16 

where c is the concentration of the germanium and k  is the segregation coefficient. The 

solutions of these expressions must also include two boundary conditions. The first 

boundary condition is at the surface of the glass, x=0 c=0, since germanium evaporates 
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from the surface. The second boundaiy condition is deep in the glass, where a no flux 

boundaiy condition exists. Numerical calculations using these equations and boundary 

conditions were performed using a 2k/ of 1 second and a Ac of 3A. The segregation 

coefHcient was adjusted to provide a flt to the experimental data as shown in figure 4.32. 

The measured diffusion coefficients in the crystal and liquid were used in the calculation 

as were the measured growth rates. It should be noted that the shape of the entire final 

concentration profile depends on the segregation coefficient, since the as implanted 

profile is altered as the interface passes through it. The resultant segregation coefficients 

are presented in table 4.3. 

Temperature (°C) ^giass (cm~/s) Growth Rate (cm/s) Fitted k-value 

1100 4x10-17 6.5x10-9 0.7 

1250 1x10-16 9.6x10-9 0.6 

1300 1.5x10-15 7.5x10-8 0.3 

1400 6x10-14 1.6x10-7 0.2 

Table 4.3 The k-value for various annealing conditions. 
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Figure 4.32 RBS spectra of the non-equilibrium segregation and fitted curve. 

The fitted distribution coefficient depends strongly on growth rate. In figure 4.33 

the data is plotted against /3, which is defined as: 

a V {  (  ^ T \ \  4.17 
/3 = — 1-exp -AS— 
^ D V ^ T 
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where a is the atomic spacing, y is the growth rate, D is the diffusion coefHcient and the 

expression j^l -exp|-/\S-^jj is the normalized net rate of atom addition to the crystal at 

active growth sites. The non-equilibrium segregation coefficient depends not only on the 

growth rate, but also the diffusion coefficient, and undercooling as well, the standard 

method is to graph k versus p. 
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Figure 4.33 Non-equilibrium segregation coefficient points and the Jackson equation. 
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This data can be compared to the dependence of k on P as described by an 

analytical equation developed from the Monte Carlo modeling of the non-equilibrium 

segregation coefficient for various elements in silicon. In this document the expression 

will be referred to as the Jackson equation: 

1 4.18 

k - k 

where a dimensionless quantity, is the equilibrium segregation coefficient, is a 

constant which fits both the Monte Carlo data and experimental data for silicon, as shown 

in figure 2.7 using a value of A=S. Fitting equation 4.18 to the data presented in figure 

4.33 using A=8, results in a value of kgq=0.01 

In spite of the scatter in the k-value data from the fitted RfiS curves, presented in 

figure 4.33, the Jackson equation fits rather well. This is evidence for the universal 

applicability of the Jackson equation to a variety of materials. The equilibrium k-value, 

suggested by the curve fitting, is only 0.01, as compared to equilibrium value of the 

segregation coefficient for germanium in silicon which is 0.5. Perhaps it is not surprising 

that the equilibrium segregation coefficient of germanium in silica is so small, since the 

diffiision coefficients for germania and silicon in silica differ by a factor of one hundred. 

By comparison there is only a small difference between the mobility of germanium and 

silicon in liquid Ge/Si alloys. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The goal of this research was to determine whether non-equilibrium segregation 

effects could be observed during the crystallization of silica glass. Non-equilibrium 

segregation effects have been studied extensively during rapid crystallization of silicon 

and in metal alloys. Glasses usually crystallize far from equilibrium and so non-

equilibrium segregation effects are expected to be measurable. 

The glass system studied in this work was germanium in silica, because of the 

similarity of germanium to silicon and the extensive literature characterizing silica 

crystallization. Germanium was ion implanted into silica at a depth of 1200A with a peak 

concentration ratio of 20% germanium atoms to silica atoms. The implanted glass 

samples were annealed in a furnace designed and constructed for this work. The samples 

were analyzed with a variety of techniques. EXAS was used to determine the 

environment of the germanium atoms in the silica glass. RBS provided data for the 

evaluation of the diffusion coefficients and the segregation coefficient of germanium in 

silicon. 

Before the diffusion coefficients and the non-equilibrium segregation coefficient 

were evaluated it was necessary to determine if the germanium was forming clusters in 

the sample. Through the use of EXAS it was discovered that prior to annealing in air the 

germanium ions had primarily germanium neighbors. After annealing this changed so 
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that the majority of the germanium ions had oxygen neighbors. This indicates that the 

germanium integrated into the glass matrix during the anneal. 

When the Ge-Ge bonds, according to EXAS, dominated the sample it was found 

that the germanium atoms were driven towards the surface of the glass. The germanium 

atoms could also be moved in the sample with an electric field. This effect was 

successfiilly modeled as an ion drift in an electric field. In order to eliminate the drift an 

annealing pretreatment was developed. The pretreatment oxidized the germanium atoms, 

so that Ge-O bonds dominated, integrating the germanium atoms into the glass matrix. 

The integration of germanium into the glass matrix eliminated the drift effect resulting in 

normal diffusion. A series of experiments were then conducted to determine the 

difllision coefficient for germanium in silica: 

The diffusion coefficient for germanium implanted in crystallized silica was also 

determined to be: 

Once the diffusion rate was established a series of experiments were conducted to 

measure the non-equilibrium segregation coefficient. The data were analyzed using the 

finite difference method. The non-equilibrium segregation coefficient for germanium in 

5.1 

360exi 
5.2 
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silica changes by a factor of three between the temperatures of IIOQOC and 1400oC. 

Applying the Jackson analytical equation to this data using A=8 produced an equilibrium 

segregation coefficient of 0.01. This result suggests that the Jackson analytical 

expression can be used to predict non-equilibrium segregation effects during glass 

crystallization. 

There are three readily identifiable areas for future research. First, the 

equilibrium segregation coefficient of germanium between silica and quartz should be 

measured. This measurement will be quite complex since the germanium evaporates so 

readily from the surface of silica. The experiment would have to be conducted in a high 

temperature pressure chamber to eliminate the evaporation of germanium. 

The second area for future research involves the non-equilibrium segregation 

coefficient. Additional data are needed for temperatures above HOO^C. Measurements 

in this region are not possible with the current experimental equipment. Above 1400°C 

the crystallization rate is so rapid that crystallization would occur in less than five 

minutes. The crystallization would need to be carried out in a rapid thermal processing 

(RTP) apparatus which could heat the glass sample much more rapidly. Further 

measurements of the non-equilibrium segregation coefficient in this glass will be a 

challenging task. 
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The third is a thorough investigation of the drift effects on atom motion. Due to 

the focus of this work, this phenomenon was not extensively investigated. Additional 

work needs to be done including measuring the change of capacitance of the glass, and 

the effect of a stronger electric field on the germanium motion. In addition it would be of 

scientific value to investigate if the electric field, responsible for the drif^ diffusion, 

dissipates after a period of time. 
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